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that is often passed over. Such as aredortunate.
enough to be raised from the ranks can seldom
escape the reserve and slight of their prouder

fellow-officers; and the common appellation of
+ Pinos, “ pine-trees’—alluding, probably, to the
height requixed in a serjeant, like that of freed-

man, among the Romans, implies a stain which
the first situations in the army cannot completely obliterate.
Noblesse, as 1 shall call it, to avoid an equi-

yocal term, descends from the father to all his
male children, for ever. But though a female
cannot transmit this privilege to her issue, her
being the daughter of an Hidalgo is of absolute
necessity to constitute what, in the language
of the country,

is called

“a nobleman on four

sides” —noble de quatro costados: that is, a man
whose parents, their parents, and their parents’
parents, belonged to the privileged class. None
‘but these square noblemen can receive the order
of knighthood.
But we are fallen on degeneYate times, and I could name many a knight in
this town who has been furnished with more

than one corner by the dexterity of the notaries,
who act as secretaries in collecting and drawing up the proofs and documents required on
these occasions.
:
a

There exists another distinction of blood,

which, I think, is peculiar to Spain, and to
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which the mass of the people are so blindly
attached, that the meanest peasant looks upon

the want of it as a source of misery and degra-

dation, which he is doomed to transmit to his
The least. mixture of African, ©
latest posterity.

Indian, Moorish, or Jewish blood, taints a whole
family to the most distant generation. Nor
does the knowledge of such a fact die away in
the course of years, or become unnoticed from

the obscurity and humbleness wf the parties.

Not a child in this populous city is ignorant”

that a family, who, beyond the memory of man,

have kept a confectioner's shop in the central

part of the town, had one of their ancestors
punished by the Inquisition for a relapse into”
Judaism.

I well recollect how, when a boy, T

often passed that way, scarcely venturing to
cast a side glance on a pretty young woman —
5
who constantly attended the shop, for fear
I said to myself, of shaming her. A person
free from tainted blood is defined by law, “an |
old

Christian,

clean

from

all

bad

race

|

and

stain,” Christiano vigjo, limpio de toda mala raxt,
ymancha. The severity of this law, or rather

|

of the public opinion enforcing it, shuts out its |
victims from every employment in chureh or
state, and excludes them eyen from the Fyater-

nities, or religious associations, which are otherwise open to

persons

of the lowest ranks.

I
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verily believe, that were St. Peter a Spaniard,
he would either deny admittance into heaven
to people of tainted blood, or send them toa
retired corner, where they might not offend the
wyes of the old Christians.
அம, alas! what has been said of laws—and

I believe it true in most countries, ancient and
modern, except England—that they are like

cobwebs, which entrap the weak, and yield to
the strong and,bold, is equally, and perhaps

| more generally applicable to public opinion. It
is a fact, that many of the grandees, and the titled
noblesse of this country, derive a large portion
of their blood from Jews and Moriscoes. Their
pedigree has been traced up to those cankered
branches in a manuscript book, which neither
the influence of Government, nor the terrors of
the Inquisition, haye been able to suppress
completely. It is called Yizon de Espatia—

“the Brand of Spain.”

But wealth and power

have set opinion at defiance ; and while a poor
industrious man, humbled by feelings not un-

like those of an Indian Paria, will hardly venture to salute his neighbour, because, forsooth,
his fourth or fifth ancestor fell into the hands
of the Inquisition for declining to eat pork

—the proud grandee, perhaps a nearer descendant of the Patriarchs, will think himself
degraded by marrying the first gentlewoman in
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serious evil in the absurd and invidious system

so studiously preserved by our first nobility.
Surrounded

by their own

dependents, and

ayoided by the gentry, who are seldom disposed for an intercourse in which a sense of
inferiority prevails, few of the grandees are exempt from the natural consequences of such
a life—gross ignorance, intolerable conceit, and

sometimes, though seldom, a strong dose of
vulgarity. I would, however, be just, and by
no means tax individuals with every vice of
the class. But I believe I speak the prevalent
sense of the country upon this point. The

grandees have degraded themselves by their
slavish behaviour at Court, and incurred great
odium by their intolerable airs abroad. They
have ruined their estates by mismanagement
and extravagance, and impoverished the country by the neglect of their immense posses| sions. Should there be a revolution in Spain,
| wounded pride, and party spirit, would deny
| them the proper

share

of power

titution, to which their lands,
hts,

and

their

remaining

in the con-

their ancient

influence, entitle

hem. Thus excluded from their chief and
eculiar duty of keeping the balance of power
etween the throne and the people, the Spa-

‘nish grandees will remain a heavy burthen on
| the nation;

while, either fearing for their over-

D

.
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as Joh Bull for roast beef and ale. One single
class of people feels galled and restless, and

that unfortunately neither is, nor can be, numerous in this country.

The class I mean consists

of such as are able to perceive the encroach:

ments of tyranny on their intellectual rights—

whose pride of mind, and consciousness of
mental strength, cause them to groan and fret

daily and hourly, under the necessity of keep:
ing within the miry and crooked paths to which
ignorance

and

superstition have

active souls of the Spaniards.

confined

pared with the bulk of the nation,
mere handful.

Yet, they may,

the

But these, com=
are but a

under

favour

able circumstances, recruit and augment their

forces with the ambitious of all classes.

They

will have, at first, to disguise their views, to
conceal their favourite doctrines, and even to

cherish those national prejudices, which, were
their real views known, would crush them to
atoms. The mass of the people may acquiesce
for a time in the new order of things, partly
from a vague desire of change and improyement, partly from the passive political habits

which a dull and deadening despotism has bred
and zooted in the course of ages.

The army

may cast the decisive weight of the sword on
the popular side of the Balance, as long as it

suits its views.

But if the church and the!
4
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great nobility are neglected in the distribution
of legislative power—if, instead of alluring
them into the path of liberty with the sweet
bait of constitutional influence, they are only

afarmed for their rights and privileges, without
a hepe of compensation, they may be shovelled
and heaped aside, like a mountain of dead and
inest sand;

but they will stand,

sive and ponderous

in their mas-

indolence, ready to slide

down at every mdment, and to bury the small
active party below, upon the least division of
strength. A house, or chamber of peers, com-

posed of grandees

in their own right—that

is, not, as is done at present, by the transfer

_of one of the titles accumulated in the same

family—of the bishops, and of a certain numper of law lords regularly chosen from the su‘preme court of judicature (a measure of the
greatest importance to discourage the distinction of blood, which is, perhaps, the worst evil

‘in the present state of the great Spanish nobiity), might, indeed, check
“mation to a slower pace
“the natural eagerness of a
the legislative body would

the work of reforthan accords with
popular party. But
possess a regulator

within itself, which would faithfully mark the

gradual capacity for. improvement in the nation. The members of the privileged chamber would themselyes be improved and en-
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lightened by the exercise of constitutional
power, and the pervading influence of public
discussion:

while, should

they be overlooked

in any future’ attempt at a free constitution,
they will, like a diseased

and neglected linth,

spread infection over the whole body, og, at
last, expose it to the hazard of a bloody
dangerous amputation.
But it is time tg

turn to our Hidaigos.
As the Hida/guia branche$ out through
male whose father enjoys that privilege,
is overrun with gentry, who earn their living

the meanest employments.

The province

Asturias having afforded shelter to that

sm

portion of the nation which preserved th
Spanish name and throne against the efforts 6, ்
the conquering Arabs, there is hardlya
nativ

of that mountainous tract, who, even
day, cannot shew a legal title to
ho
and immunities gained by his ancestors
time when every soldier had either a shan

the territory recovered from the invaders,|

was rewarded with a perpetual exemptionftom
such taxes and services as fell exclusively
up
the simple* peasantry. The numerous ¢lat™

* My friend Don Leucadio, it should seem, learned tl

sense of the word simple when he visited Scotland.

Gel

and simple, as I find in those inexhaustible sources of il
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bear it of the hind part of the head and neck,
moving with such astonishing ease and regu-

larity, as if the motion arose from the impulse
of steam, or some steady mechanical power.
While these Gentlemen Hidalgos are employed*
in such ungentle services, though the law allows them the exemptions of their class, public

opinion confines them to their natural level.
The only chance for any of these disguised
noblemen to be publicly treated swith due honour

and deference is, unfortunately, one for which
they feel an unconquerable

aversion—that
of

being delivered into the rude hands ofa Spanish

Jack Ketch.
We had here, two years ago,
an instance of this, which I shall relate, as)

being highly characteristic of our national pre-

judices about blood.

A gang of five banditti was taken within the”
jurisdiction of this Audiencia,

or chief court of

justice, one of whom, though born and brought
up among the lowest ranks of society, was, by
family, an Hidalgo, and had some relations
among the better class of gentlemen. I believe
the name of the unfortunate man was Herrera,

and that he was a native of a town about thirty

English’ miles from Seville, called e Arahal.
But Thaye not, at present, the means of ascertaining the accuracy

of these particulars.

After lingering, as usual, four or fiye years in

]
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prison, these unfortunate men were found
guilty of several murders and highway robberies, and sentenced

to suffer death.

The

relations of the Hidalgo, who, foreseeing this
fatal eyent, had been watching the progress of
the trial, in,order to step forward just in time
to ayert the stain which a cousin, in the second
or third remoye, would cast upon their family,
if he died in mid-air like a villain,

presented a

petition to the judges, accompanied with the

requisite documents, claiming for their relative
the honours of his rank, and engaging to pay

the expenses attending the execution of a obleman.
ter

The petition being granted as a mat-

of course,

the following scene took place.

At a short distance from the gallows on which
the four simple robbers were to be hanged in a
cluster from the central point of the cross-beam,

all dressed in white shrouds, with their hands
tied before them, that the hangman,

who ac-

tually rides upon the shoulders of the criminal,

may place his foot as ina stirrup*,—was raised
a scaffold about ten feet high, with an area of

about fifteen by twenty, the whole of which
and

down

to

the

ground,

covered with black baize.

ர

தத்த

on

all sides,

was

In thacentre of the

ys கன

* The Cortes have abolished this barbarous method of
inflicting death.
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scaffold was erected a sort of arm-chair,

with

a stake for its back, against which, by means

of an iron collar attached to a screw, the neck
is erushed by one turn of the handle. This
machine

is called

twisting

the

Garrote—‘

method

the old-fashioned

with

fatal cord

a stick” —from

by

of strangling,
a stick.

Two

flights of steps on opposite sides of the stage
afforded a separate access, one for the criminal
and the priest,

the other

for the executioner”

and his attendant.
The convict,

dressed

in a loose

gown

of

black baize, rode on a horse, a mark of dis- —
tinction peculiar to his class, (plebeians riding
on an ass, or being dragged on a hurdle,)
attended by a priest, and a notary, and sur

rounded by soldiers.

Black silk cords were

~

prepared to bind him to the arms of the seat,
for ropes are thought

dishonourable.

After

kneeling to receive the last absolution from the
priest, he took off a ring,

with which the un-

fortunate man had been provided for that melancholy occasion. According to etiquette he
should have disdainfully thrown it down for the
executioner; but, as a mark of Christian humility, he put it into his hand,
The sentence

being executed, four silver candlesticks,

five

feet high, with burning wax-candles of a proportionate length and thickness, were placed

—
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at the corners of the scaffold; aad in about
three hours, a suitable funeral was conducted
by the posthumous friends of the noble robber,

who, had they assisted him to setile in life
with half of what they spent for this absurd
and disgusting show, might,
saved him from this fatal end.
nours

being

what

perhaps, have
But these ho-

is called a positive

act of

noblesse, of which a due certificate is given to
the surviving parties, to be recorded among
the legal proofs of their rank, they may have

acted under the idea that their relative was fit
only to add lustre to the family by the close of
his career.
The innumerable and fanciful gradations of

family rank which the Spaniards have formed
to themselves,

without the least foundation in

the laws of the country, are difficult to describe.

Though the Hidalguia is a necessary qualification, especially in country towns, to be admitted into the best society, it is by no means
sufficient, by itself, to raise the views of every
Hidalgo vo a family connexion with the “ blue
blood” —sangre azul of the country. The shades
by which the vital fluid approaches this privileged hue would bafile the gkillvof the best

colourist.
lost much
among

These prejudices, however, have
of their force at Madrid, except

the grandees,

and in such

maritime

44
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towns as Malaga and Cadiz, where commerce
has raised many new,

and

lies, isto consequence.

some

foreign fami-

But there is a pervad-

ing spirit of vanity in the nation, which actuates
even the lowest classes, and may be discovered

in the evident mortification which nienials and
mechanies are apt to feel, on the omission of
some modes of address intended, as it were,

to cast a veil on the humbleness of their condition. To call a man by the ndme of dlack-)
smith, butcher,

coachman,

would be considered

aninsult. They all expect to be called either
by their Christian name, or by the general appellation Maestro, and in both cases with the
prefix Seior; unless the word expressing the
employment should imply superiority: as
Mayoral, chief coachman
— Rabadan, chief
shepherd—Aperador, bailiff. These, and similar
names, are used without an addition, and sound
well in the ears of the natives. But no female
would suffer herself to be addressed cook,
washerwoman, &c.; they all feel and act as if,
having a natural claim to a higher rank, misfortune alone had degraded them. Poverty,

unless it be extreme, does not disqualify a
man of fathily. for the society of his equals.
Secular clergymen, though plebeians, are, ge-

nerally,

well received; but the same indul-

gence is not readily extended to monks

and

)
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friars, whose

unpolished

|

mannerssbetray too

openly the meanness of their birth.
sale merchants,
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Whole-

if they belong to the class of

Hidalgos, are not avoided by the great gentry.

In the law, attorneys and notaries are considered

to be under the line of Cavalleros, though their
rank, as in England,

depends a great deal on

their wealth and personal respectability. Physicians are nearly in the same case.

Having noy made you acquainted with what
is here called the best sort of people, you will
probably like to have a sketch of their daily
life:

take it, then,

neither from

the first, nor

the last of the class.

Breakfast, in Spain, is not a regular family
meal. It generally consists of chocolate, and
buttered toast, or muffins, called molletes.
salt-butter is yery much in use;

Irish

as the heat of

the climate does not allow the luxuries of the
dairy, except in the mountainous tracts of the
north. Every one calls for his chocolate whenever it suits

him;

and

most

people

take

it

when they come from mass—a ceremony
seldom omitted, even by such as cannot be
reckoned among the highly religious. After
breakfast, the gentlemen repair to their occu-

pations; and the ladies, who seldom gall upon
one another, will often enjoy the amusement

of

music and a sermonat the church appointed on

40
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that day forthe public adoration of the conse~

crated Host, which, from morning till night,
takes place throughout the year in this, and a
few other large towns. This is called e/ judileo

—the jubilee; as, by a spiritual grant of the
church,

Pope, those wlio visit the appointed

are entitled to the plenary indulgence which, ”
in former times, rewarded the trouble and dan-

4

gers of a journey to Rome, on the first year of”

every century—a poor substitute, indeed, for’|
the ludi seculares, which, in former times, drew

people thither from all parts of the Roman em-

pire.

The bait,

however,

was

so

successful

for a time, that jubilees were celebrated every
twenty-five years. But when the taste for
papal indulgences began to be cloyed by excess,

few would moye

undertake

a

long

a foot, and

journey,

much less

to spend

their

money for the benefit of the Pope and his Roman subjects. In these desperate circumstances, the Holy Father thought it better to
send the jubilee, with its plenary indulgence,

to the distant sheep of his flock, than to wait
in vain for their coming to seek it at Rome.
To this effort of pastoral generosity we owe
the inestimable advantage of being able, every

day, to perform a spiritual visit to St. Peter's
at Rome; which, to those who are indifferent
about architectural beauty, is infinitely cheaper,
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and just as profitable, as a pilgrimage to the
vicinity of the Capitol.
About noon the ladies aré at home, where,

employed

at their needle,

they

morning calls of their friends.

expect

the

I have already

told you how easy it is for a gentleman to gain
&n introduction to any family: the slightest
occasion will produce what is called an offer of

the house, when you are literally told that the
house is yours., Upon the strength of this offer,
you may drop in as often as you please, and
adle away hour after hour, in the most wnmeaning, or, it may chance, the most interesting conversation.
The mention of this offer of the house induces me to give you some idea of the hyperbolical civility of my countrymen. When an
English nobleman, well known both to you
and me, was some years ago travelling in this
country, he wished to spend a fortnight at Barcelona;

but, the inn being

rather uncomfort-

able for himself and family, he was desirous of
procuringa country-house in the neighbourhood
of the town. It happened at this time that a
rich

merchant,

for

whom

our

friend

had

a

letter, called to pay his respects; sand in a
string of high-flown compliments, he. assured

his Lordship that both his town-house and his
villa were entirely at his service. My lady's
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with joy, and she was rather
husband had hesitated a mothe villa for his family. Doubts
sincerity of the offer, but she

could not be persuaded that such forms of ex-

pression are to be taken, in this country, in the

same sense as the—“ Madam,

I am at yout

_ feet,”—with which every gentleman addresses ~
alady. After all, the merchant, no doubt to7
his great astonishment, received a very civil

note, accepting the loan of his country-house,

But, in answer to the note, he sent an awkward

excuse, and never shewed his face again. The
poor man was so far from being to blame, that
he only followed the established custom of the
country, according to which it would be rude-

ness not to offer any part of your property

which you either mention or show. Fortunately, Spanish etiquette is just and equitable

on this point; for as it would not pardon the

omission of the offer, so it would never forgive
the acceptance.
A foreigner must be surprised at the strange
mixture of caution and liberty which appears

in the manners of Spain.

Most rooms have

glass doors; but when this is not the case, it
would be highly improper for any lady to sit
with a gentleman, unless the doors are open.
Yet, when a lady is slightly indisposed in bed,
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yiter may be in earnest,

civility has made

and

9»
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a good-natured

it a rule to give national

vanity fair play, and never, without proper caution, to trust pot-lwck, where fortune so seldom

smiles upon that venerable utensil. The first
invitation ‘Sto eat the soup” should be answered,

“therefore, with “a thousand thanks ;” by which

| 2 Spaniard civilly declines what no one wishes
Chim to accept.
If, after this skirmish of good

breeding, thesoffer should be repeated, you
may begin to suspect that your friend is in
earnest, and answer him in the usual words, no

se meta Usted en eso— do not engage in such

a thing.”

At this stage of the business, both

parties having gone too far to recede, the invi-

i
tation is repeated and accepted.
1 might, probably, have omitted the mention
of this custom, had I not found, as it appears
to me, a cuitious coincidence between Spanish
and ancient Greek manners on this point. Perhaps you recollect that Xenophon opens his

little work called “The Banquet,” by stating
how Socrates and his pupils, who formed the
greater part of the company at the entertainment therein described, were invited by Callias,

a rich citizen of Athens. The feast was intended to celebrate -the victory of a young
man,

who

had obtained the crown at the Pan-

athenean games.
"

Callias was walking home
E2
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Romans attacked the Parasites,

உ

or dinner-hun-

ters; and it is very natural to suppose thata

true gentleman would be upon his guard against
the

most

distant

resemblance

to those unfor-

tunate starvelings.

The custom of sleeping after dinner, called

Siesta, is universal in summer, especially in An.falusia, where the intenseness of the heat produces languor and drowsiness.
In winter,
taking a walk just after

very prevalent.

table, is

rising from

Many gentlemen, previously

to their afternoon walk,

resort

to the

coffee-

houses, which now begin to be in fashion.
Almost every considerable town of Spain is
provided with a public walk,

classes

assemble

in

the

where the better

afternoon.

These

places are called A/amedas, from Alamo, a com-

mon name for the elm and poplar,

the trees

which shade such places. Large stone benches

run in the direction of the alleys, where people

sit, either to rest themselves, or to carry ona
long talk, in whispers, with the next lady; an
amusement which, in the idiom of the country,
is expressed by the strange phrase, pelar la
We have
Pava—* to pluck the hen-turkey.”

in our Alameda several fountains of the most

delicious water. No less than twenty 6r thirty
men with glasses, cach holding nearly a quart,

move in every direction, so dextrously clash=
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ing two of them in their hands, that, without ©
any danger of breaking them, they keep upa

pretty lively tinkling like that of well-tuned
small bells.

So great is the quantity of water

which these people sell to the frequenters of
the walk, that most of them live throughouty
the year on what they thus earn in
ட த

Success in this trade depends on their pr
itude to answer every call, their neatness
i
washing the glasses, and most of all, on thein
skilful use of the good-natured waggery pect
liar to the lower classes of Andalusia. A kno
ing air, an arch smile, and some honied

wo

of praise and endearment, as “ My rose,” * My
soul,” and many

others, which even a modest

and high-bred lady will hear without displeasure, are infallible means of success among—
tradesmen who deal with the publie at large,
and especially with the more tender part of the |
public. The company in these walks presents

a motley crowd of officers in their regimentals,
—of clergymen in their cassocks, black cloal

and broad-brimmed hats, not unlike those
the

coalmen

in London,—and

of gentlemen

wrapped up in their capas, or in some uniform,

without which a well-born Spaniard is almost
ashamed to shew himself.

The ladies’ walking-dress is susceptible of
little variety.

Nothing

short of the

house

Lyrrers

rnom sPain.
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being on fire would oblige a Spanish woman to
step out of doors without a black petticoat,
called Basquifia, or Saya, and a broad black
yeil, hanging from the head oyer the shoulders,

and crossed on the breast like a shawl, which
they call Mantilla. The mantilla is, generally,
of silk trimmed round with broad lace, In
summer-evenings some white mantillas are seen;

“but no lady would wear them in the morning,
and much less venture into a church in such a
profane dress.

A showy fan is indispensable, in all seasons,
both in and out of doors. An Andalusian woman might as well want her tongue as her fan.
The fan,

besides,

has this advantage over the

natural organ of speech —that it. conveys
thought to a greater distance. A dear friend
at the farthest end of the public walk, is
greeted and cheered up by a quick, tremuJous motion of the fan, accompanied with seAn object of indif
veral significant nods.
ference

is dismissed

with

a slow,

formal in-

clination of the fan, which makes his blood
run cold. The fan, now, screens the fitter and
whisper;

now condenses a smile into the dark

sparkling eyes, which take their gim jst above
it. A gentle tap of the fan commands the attention of the careless;

the distant.

a waving motion calls

A certain iwirl between the fin-
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gers betrays doubt or anxiety—a quick closing
and displaying the folds, indicates eagerness
or joy. In perfect combination with the expressive features of my countrywomen, the

fan is a magic wand, whose power is more
easily felt than described.

a

fascinating

extreme sensi-

What is mere beauty, compared with th

bility?

power

arising from

Such as are alive to those invisible”)

charms, will hardly find a plain face among the
young women of Andalusia.
Their features
may

not, at first view,

please

the

eye; but

they seem to improve every day till they grow |
beautiful. Without the advantages of educa:

tion, without even external accomplishments, |
the vivacity of their fancy sheds a perpetual |
glow over their conyersation;

and the warmth

of their heart gives the interest of affection
to their most indifferent actions. But Nature, |
like a too fond mother, has spoilt them, and |

Superstition has completed theirruin.

While |

the activity of their minds is allowed to run
waste for want of care and instruction, the
consciousness of their powers to please impresses them with an early notion that life has
but one*source of happiness.
Were their
charms the effect of that cold twinkling flame

which flutters round the hearts of most French-

women,

they would be only dangerous to the
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peace and usefulness of one half of society.

But, instead of being the capricious tyrants of
men,

they are, generally, their victims.

very

few

«yenture

Spanish women,
to say, among

Few,

and none, I will

the Andalusians,

have

it in their power to be coquettes. If it may
bé said without a solecism, there is more of
that vice in our men than in our females. The
first, leading a life of idleness, and deprived
by am ignorant, oppressive, and superstitious
government, of every object that can raise and
feed an honest ambition, waste their whole

youth, and part of their manly age, in trifling
with the best feelings

of the tender

sex, and

poisoning, for mere mischief's sake, the very
springs of domestic happiness. But our’s is
the most

dire and complex

disease that ever

preyed upon the vitals of human society.

With

some of the noblest qualities that a people can

possess (you will excuse an involuntary burst
of national partiality), we are worse than degraded—we are depraved, by that which is
intended to cherish and exalt every social virtue. Our corrupters, our mortal enemies, are
To set the practical
religion and government.

proofs of this bold position in a sfrikimy light,

is, undoubtedly, beyond my abilities.

Yet

such, I must say, is the force of the proofs I
possess on this melancholy topic, that they

60.
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Spaniards, who have broken the trammels of
superstition, possess @ wonderful quickness to

mark and know one another. Yet caution is
so necessary, that we never offer the right hand
of fellowship till, by gradual approaches,
heart and mind are carefully scanned on both
sides.’ There are duilies in mental no less
jn animal courage: and I have sometimes
in danger

of committing

myself with a pomp-_

ous fool that was hazarding propositions in the

evening, which he was sure to lay, in helpless பி

fear,before the confessor, the next morning
and who, had he met with free and unqualifie

assent from any one of the company, wor

have tried to save his own soul and body by

carrying the whole conversation to the Inqui- ‘
sitors. But the character of my new friend
was visible at a glance; and, after some ¢ :
yersation, I could not feel the slightest appre
hension that there might lurk in his heart either

the villainy or the folly which can betray a
man, in this world, under a pretext of ens
his happiness in the next. He too, either from
the circumstance of my long residence in England, or, as 1 hope,

from something more pro-

perly belonging to myself, soon opened his
whole mind; and we both uttered downright
heresy.

After this mutual,

this awful pledge,
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friends, into 2 man of blood. As to myself,
mere protestations were useless. You know |
me; and I shall leave you to judge. But there —
is a reyenge of the fancy, perfectly consister
with true mildness and generosity, though cer.
tainly more allied to quick sensibility thé

sound and sober judgment.

The last,

eyer, should be seldom, if at all, looked

among persons in ‘our circumstances.

0]

childhood is artificially protracted till eons
der how we have grown old: and, being kept
and interests of public life, our passions,
virtues, and our vices, like those of early yo
have deeper roots in the imagination than
heart.

I will not say that this is a prevajent

feature in the character of my countrymen; but 1
haye generally obseryed it among the best
the worthiest.
As to my confidential fr
especially the one I mentioned at the begi
of this letter, in strict conformity wi

temper which, I fear, I have but imperfeet
described, they spend their lives in
vent, among themselves, to the suppressed
feelings of ridicule or indignation, of which
religions institutions of this country are a
perennial sdurce to those who are compelled
to

receive them as of Divine authority.

England

7

‘SO
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scription of their character and peculiar
was forwarded to the superiors, and at the
of the noviciate, they were employed to
advantage of the community, without

tum
end
the
eyer

thwarting the natural bent of the individual,

or diverting his natural powers by a multiple
city of employments.

Wherever, as in Fr

and Italy, literature was im high estimations
the Jesuits spared no trouble to raise an
themselves men of eminence in that depai

In Spain, their chief aim was to provide their
houses with popular preachers, and
yet prudent and gentle, confessors.

ze
13

‘and the Jansenist party, of which he
organ, accused them of systematic lax
their moral doctrines : but the charge, Lb
though plausible in theory, was

groundless in practice.

Tf, indeed, ax

tue could ever be divested of its con
tendency—if a system of moral perfection
has for its basis, however disavowed and

guised, the Manichean doctrine of the

principles, could be applied with any
advantage as a rule of conduct, it was so in |

the hands of the Jesuits.

The strict, unbend-

ing maxims of the Jansenists, by urging persons

of all Gharacters and tempers on to an imagi
ginary goal of perfection, bring quickly their
whole system to the decision of experience.
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They are like those enthusiasts who, venturing
upon the practice of some Gospel sayings, in
the literal sense, haye made the absurdity of
that interpretation as clear as noon-day light.
* A greater knowledge of mankind made the

Jesuits moré cautious in the culture of deyotional feelings. They well knew that but few
gan prudently engage in open hostility with
what in ascetic language is called the world.

They now and’then trained up a sturdy cham“pion, who, like their founder Loydla, might
proyoke the enemy to single combat with ho| nour to his leaders; but the crowd of mystic

combatants were made to stand upon a kind
| of jealous truce, which, in spite of all care,
giten produced some jovial meetings of the
advanced parties on both sides. The good facame forward, rebuked their soldiers

back into the camp, and filled up the place of
deserters by their indefatigable industry in engaging recruits.
“The influence of the Jesuits on Spanish
morals, from every thing I have learned, was

undoubtedly

favourable.

Their kindness at-

tracted the youth from the schools to their
company: and, though this intimacy was often
employed in making proselytes to the-order, it
also contributed to the preservation of virtue

in that slippery age, both by the ties of affee-
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their influence than they would by being left
without any religious ministers.*
«Since

the abolition of the Jesuits,

their

devotional system has been kept up, though

*upon a much narrower scale, by the congregations of Saint Philip Neri (/’ Oratoire, in France),
an Italian of the sixteenth century, who established voluntary associations of secular clergymen,

living together under

an easy rule, but

without monastic vows, in order to deyote
themselves to the support of piety. The number, however, of these associated priests is so
small, that, notwithstanding their zeal and
their studied imitation of the Jesuits, they are

| buta faint shadow of that surprising institution.
| Yet these priests alone have inherited the skill

of Loyéla’s followers in the management of the

‘ascetic contrivance, which,

invented

by that

ardent fanatic, is still called, from his Christian
name, Evercises of Saint Ignatius.

As it would

be impossible to sketch the history of my mind
| and heart without noticing the influence of that
powerful engine, I cannot omit a description

of the establishment kept by the Philippians at
Seville—the most complete of its dang that
probably has ever existed.
# See Note D.
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« The Exercises of Saint Ignatius are a series
of meditations on various religious subjects, so
artificially disposed, that the mind being at
first thrown into distressing horror, may he

gradually raised to hope, and finally soothed,
not into a certainty of Divine favour, buta
timid consciousness of pardon.

Ten conseeu-

tive days are passed in perfect abstraction from
all worldly pursuits.

The persons who submit

“to this spiritual discipline, leave their homes
for rooms allotted to them in the religious
house where the Exercises are to be performed, and yield themselves

tion of the president.

up to the direc-

The priest, who for

nearly thirty years has been acting in that ¢a-

pacity at Seville, enjoys such influence over
the wealthy part of the town, that, not satis.
fied with the temporary accommodation which
his convent afforded to the pious guests, he
can now lodge the Exercitants in a sepatate
building, with a chapel annexed, and every
requisite for complete abstraction, during thi

days of their retirement.

Six or eight times

the year the Exercises are performed by dii

Tent sets of fifty persons each. The utmost precision antl regularity are observed in the distribution of their time. Roused by a large bell
at five in the morning, they immediately assemble in the chapel to begin the meditation
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a deep
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At their meals they

silence;

and no intercourse,

even among each other, is permitted, except
during one hour in the evening. The settled
“gloom

of the

house,

the

almost

incessant

reading and ‘meditation upon subjects which,

from their vagueness and infinitude, harass and

bewilder the fancy, and that powerful sympathetic influence, which affects assemblies where
all are intent 6n the same object and bent on
similar feelings, render this house
seaye of Trophonius, within whose

a modern
dark cells

cheerfulness is often extinguished for ever.
« Unskilful,

indeed,

must be the hand that,

“possessed of this engine, can fail to subdue the
| stoutest mind in which there lurks a particle of

| superstitious fear.

But Father Vega is one of

those men who are born to command a large
portion of their fellow-creatures, either by the
usual means, or some contrivance of their own.
The expulsion of the Jesuits during his probationship in that order, denied him the ample

field on which his early views had been fixed.
After a-course of theological studies at the
University, he became

a member of the Ora-

torio, and soon attracted the notice of the whole

town by his preaching.

His active and bold

mind combines qualities seldom found in the
same individual.

Clear-headed, resolute,

and
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not tell whether it was my heart or my head,
that, in spite of a frighted faney,

endued me

with resolution to bafile the blind zeal of my

confessor, when, finding, during these Exercises, that I knew the existence of a prohibited

book in the possession of a student of divinity,
wko,

out

of mere

good-nature,

assisted

my

early studies, he commanded me to accuse my
friend before the Inquisition. Often have I
been betrayed into a wrong course of thinking,

by a desire to assimilate myself to those 1
| Toved, and thus enjoy that interchange of sentiment which

forms the luxury of friendship.

| But even the chains of love, the strongestI
know

within the range of nature,

were burst

the moment I conceived that error had bound

iets,

This, however, brings me to the history

f my mind.
* An innate love

of truth,

which

shewed

itself on the first developement of my reason,
and a consequent perseverance in the pursuit
of it to the extent of my knowledge, that has
attended me through life, saved me from sink-

ing into the dregs of Aristotelic philosophy,
which, though discountenanced

by the Spa-

nish government, are still collected in w few
filthy pools, fed by the constant’exertions of
the Dominicans. Unfortunately for me, these

monks have a richly endowed college at Se-
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lume, were unsavoury food for my mind, and,
after a few vain efforts to conquer my aversion,
J ended in never opening the dismal book. Yet
untrained

as I was

to reading,

books

were

»necessary to my happiness. In any other country I should have met with a variety of works,

which, furnishing my mind with facts and ob-

servations, might have led me into some useful
| of agreeable pursuit. But in Spain, the chances
flighting on a good book are so few, thatl must

| feckon my acquaintance with one that could
ee my mind among the fortunate events of
I
|

life. A near relation of mine, a lady, whose
editeation had been superior to that commonly
ved on Spanish females, possessed a

collection of Spanish and French books.

these were the works of Don Fray Be-

ve

Peyjoo, a Benedictine monk, who, rising
the intellectual level of his country,

| about the beginning of the present (18th) cen-

tury, had the boldness to attack every established error which was not under the imme-

Maiate patronage of religion.

His mind was en-

dowed with extraordinary clearness and acute-

ness; and having, by an extensive reading of
Latin and French works, acquired,a great mass
of information on physical and historical sub-

Jeets, he displayed it, with peculiar felicity of
H
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relative gravity of air and water. Nothing,
therefore, could equal my contempt of those
monks, who could still contend for the old system of sympathies and antipathies. A repri“mand from the reverend Professor of Logic, for
my utter inattention to his lectures, sprung, at

Tength, the mine which, charged with the first

seraps of learning, and brimful of boyish con-

ceit, had long been ready to explode.
Had the ‘friar remonstrated with me in
private, my habitual timidity would have sealff ed up my lips. But he rated me before the
| whole class, and that fired up my indignation.
ising from my seat with a courage so new to

‘that it seemed to be inspired, I boldly dewed my determination not to burden

and

"petyert my mind with the absurdities that
_ Were taught in their schools. Being asked, with

| sarcastic smile, which were the doctrines

that had thus incurred my disapprobation, I

visibly surprised the Professor —no bright gehimself — with the theory of the suckingand actually nonplus'd him on the
To be thus
mighty question of vacuum.
bearded by a stripling, was more than his
professional

humility

could

bear. “He

bade

me thank my family for not being that moment turned out of the lecture-room;

me, however,

that my

father should

assuring

be ac-
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however, was but a prudential step, to avoid
the public disgrace to which

the pruebas,

interrogatories relative to blood, might otherwise

expose the candidates.

One of the: fellows

*was, and is still at Seville, according to the
statutes, to Tepair to the birth-place of the
parents of the elected member, as well as to
those of his two grandfathers and grand-

mothers—except

when

any

of them

is a

foreigner, a ciréumstance which prevents the
joumey, though not the inquiry—in order to:
‘examine upon oath, from fifteen to thirty wit-

nesses at each place, who either from their own
Jmowledge, or the current report of the town,

| milist swear that the ancestor in question never
| Was a menial servant, a shopkeeper or petty
"tradesman, a mechanic, had neither himself,
nor any of his relations, been punished by the
| Anguisition, nor was descended from Jews,
Moors, Africans, Indians, or Guanchos,i. e. the

aborigines of the Canary Islands. It is evident
that none but the hereditary gentry could ex-

“pose themselves to this ordeal:

and as the

pride of the reporter, together with the charac-

ter of his college, were highly interested in the
purity of blood of every member, no room was

left for the evasions commonly resorted to
for the admission of knights in the military
orders,

or
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a choice of them, were in their hands—was
secret to the country at large. Fellows in
ders, who possessed abilities, were kept in
serve for the literary competitions.
Such

107
no
orreas

could not appear to advantage at those public

trigls were, by means of court favour, provided
for with stalls in the wealthiest cathedrals. The
absolutely dull and ignorant were made ingui| sifors, who, passing judgment in their secret

halls, could not “disgrace the college by their
Plunders. Medicine not being in honour, there
“were no fellows of that profession.
‘members of the

fe

major

colleges

The lay

belonged’ ex-

ively to the law, but they would never quit

(ன fellowships except for a place among the

Even in the present low ebb of colfluence, the College of Seville would

many of the fellows who should act as a

re advocate.
ile the colleges were still at the height

of their power, a young lawyer offered himself
‘one of the fellowships at Salamanca, and
as disdainfully rejected for want of sufficient

roofs of wobdesse.

By an extraordinary com-

ination of circumstances,

the offended candi-

date rose to be prime minister of state, under
Charles III. with the title of Marquis of Roda.

The extraordinary success he had met with in
public life, could not, however, heal the wound
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ship as an object of ambition, would have felt

mortified at the sight of a relative wearing the
gown of a reformed college. The Colézio Maysr
of Seville was attacked by other means. Withgut enforcing the admission of the unprivileged
classes, the

minister, by

an

arbitrary order,

deprived it of its right to confer degrees.

The

convocation of doctors and masters was empowered to elect their own rector, and name
professors for the schools, which were subseguently opened to the public in one of the
deserted houses that had belonged to the Jesuits, Such is the history of the university
where I received my education.
* Slight, however, are the advantages which

@young mind can derive from academical stu‘dies in Spain. To expect a rational system of
| education where the Inquisition is constantly
*on the watch to keep the human mind within
the boundaries which the Church of Rome,
| with her host of divines, has set to its progress,

‘ould shew a perfect ignorance of the charac-

“ter of our religion.

Thanks to the league be-

tween our

church and state, the Catholic di-

knowledge

to their own level.

vines have nearly succeeded in keeping down

Even such

branches of science as seem least connected
with religion, cannot escape the theological
tod ; and the spirit which made Galileo recant
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the civil governor, the judges, the inquisitors,
and the town corporation, repaired to the convent of Saint Augustin, and, having placed the
crucifix upon a moyeable stage covered with
a magnificent

canopy,

walked

before it with

lighted candles in their hands, while the singers,
in a mournful strain, repeated the names of the
saints contained in the Catholic litany, innu-

nierable voices joining, after every invocation,
in the accustomed response—Ora pro nobis.
Arrived at the cathedral, the image was exposed to public adoration within the presbytety,

or

space

clergy, near

reseryed

the high

for

altar.

the

ministering

After

this the

dean, attended by the chapter, the inferior mi-

nisters of the church, and the singers, moved
in solemn procession towards the entrance of

| the tower, and, in the same order, ascended
“the five-and-twenty inclined

planes, which af-

ford a broad and commodious access to the
open belfry of that magnificent structure. The
worship paid to any fragment of the true Cross
is next in degree to that which is due to the
consecrated host. On the view of the priest in
his robes at one of the four central arches of
the majestic steeple, the multitude who had
crowded to the neighbourhood cé the cathedral
from all parts of the city, fell upon their knegs,
their eyes streaming with tears: tears, indeed,
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that

unusual

sight

would

haye drawn

from the weak and superstitious on any other
oceasion, but which, in the present affliction,
the stoutest heart could hardly repress.
An
accidental circumstance heightened the im-.

pressiveness of the scene.

The day, one of the

hottest of an Andalusian summer, had been overcast with electric clouds. The priest had scarcely begun to make the sign of the cross with the
golden vase which contained the Lignwm Crucis,
when one of the tremendous thunder-storms, so
awful in southern climates, burst upon the trem-

bling multitude.

|

A few considered this phena-

menon as a proof that the public prayers’ were
heard, and looked upon the lightning as the in-

strument which was to disperse the cause of the
infection. But the greatest number read in the
frowns of the sky the unappeased anger of Heaven, which doomed them to drain the bitter
cup that was already at their lips. Alas! they
were not deceived. That doom had been sealed
when Providence allowed ignorance and super-

stition to fix their dwelling among us ; and the
evils which my countrymen feared from a preternatural interposition of the avenging powers
above, were ready to arise as the natural consequences
‘of the means they had employed to
avertthem. The immense concourse from all
parts of the town had, probably, condensed

|
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have been madness to encounter it without ne-

cessity. Thus a visit which I meant for a week,
was inevitably prolonged to six months.
For you, howeyer, who love detail in the de-

scription of this hitherto little known country,
my time was not spent in vain, Yet I must
begin by a fact which will be of more interest
to my old friend Doctor
than yourself.”
Alcalé de Guadatra is a town containing a

population of two thousand inhabitants, and
standing ona high hilly spot to the north-east
of Seville.
The greatest part of the bread

consumed in this city comes daily from Alcala,
where the abundant and placid stream of the |
Guadaira invites to the construction of water —

mills.

Many of the inhabitants being bakers,

and haying no market but Seville, were under |
the necessity of repairing thither during the ©

infection, It is not with us as in England, |
where every tradesman practically knows the —
advantages of the division of labour, and is at

liberty to consult his own conyenience in the
sale of his articles. The bakers, the butchers,
the gardeners, and the farmers, are here ob-

liged to sell in separate markets, where they
generally spend the whole day waiting for cus-

tomers.

Owing to this regulation of the police,

about sixty men, and double that number of
mules, leave Aleal4 every day with the dawn,
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myself perfectly unacquainted.

But

when

|

consider that the general or chief of these holy
beggars derives from the collections daily made

by his friars a personal income of twenty thousand a year, I cannot withhold my assent to
its genuineness ; for who, except a supernateral

being, could

possess such a thorough know-

ledge of the absurdity of mankind?

‘It would be tedious to enter into a deseription of the numerous orders comprehended
under the two classes of Monks and Friars,

The distinguishing characters of the first are
wealth, ease, and indulgence —those of the last,

vulgarity, filth, and vice.
that, among

the Monks,

I shall only add

the Benedictines are

at the top of the scale for learning and decency
of manners, while the Hieronimites deservedly

oceupy the bottom.

To the Friars lam forced

to apply the Spanish proverb—* There is little
to choose ina mangy flock.”

The Franciscans,

however, both from their multitude and their

low habits of mendicity, may be held as the
proper representatives of all that is most objectionable in the religious orders.
The inveterate superstition which still supports these institutions among us has lost, of
late,

its power to draw recruits to the cloister

from the middle and higher classes.
Few
monks, and scarcely a friar, can be found, who
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by taking the cowl, has not escaped a life of
menial toil.
Boys of this rank of life are received as novices at the age of fourteen, and

admitted, after a year’s probation, to the per-

petual vows of obedience, poverty, and celibacy.
Kngagements so discordant with the first laws

of human nature could hardly stand the test of
time, even if they arose from the deepest feelings of enthusiasm.
But this affection of the

mind is seldom found in our convents.

The

year of noviciate is spent in learning the cant

and gestures of the vilest. hypocrisy, as well
as in strengthening, by the example of the

professed young friars, the original gross man-

ners and vicious habits of the probationers.*
The result of such a system is but too visible.

It is a common jest among the friars themselves, that in the act of taking the yows,
when

the superior of the convent draws the

cowl over the head of the probationer, he uses

the words Tolle verecundiam—‘ Put off shame.”
And

indeed,

were

the friars

half so true to

their profession as they are to this supposed

injunction, the Church of Rome would really
teem with saints, Shameless in begging, they
share the scanty meal of the labourgr, and extort a portion of every product of the earth
* See Note I.

¢
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from the farmer, Shameless in conduct, they
spread vice and demoralization among the

lower classes, secure in the respect which is
felt for their profession,

that they may

engage

in a course of profligacy without any risk of«
exposure. When an instance of gfoss misconduct obtrides itself upon the eyes of the public, every pious person thinks it his duty to

hush up the report, and cast a veil on the
transaction.

Even the sword’ of justice is

glanced aside

from

nals.

these

consecrated

crimi-

I shall not trouble you with more than

two cases, out of a multitude# which

proye

the power of this popular feeling.

The most lucrative employment for friars, in
this town, is preaching. I haye not the means
to ascertain the number of sermons delivered
at Seyille in the course of the year; but there
is good reason to suppose that the average
cannot be less than twelve a-day. One popuJar preacher, a clergyman, I know, who searce-

ly passes one day without mounting the pulpit,
and reckons on three sermons every four-and-

twenty hours during the last half of Lent.

Of these indefatigable preachers, the greatest favourite is a young Franciscan friar, called
Padre R—-z; whose merit consists in a soft
eléar-toned

voice,

a tender

and

affectionate

manner, and an incredible fluency of language.
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Being, by his profession, under a vow of ab-

solute poverty, and the Franciscan rule carrying this vow so far as not to allow the members
of the order to touch money, it was generally

understood that the produce of these aposto-

lical

labours

was

faithfully

deposited

to be

used in common by the whole religious community. An incident, however, which lately
éame to light, has giyen us reason to suspect
that we are not quite in the secret of the internal management

of these societies

paupers, and that individual
warded among them with a

of saintly

industry is re-

considerable share

‘of profits. A young female cousin of the zealous preacher in question, was living quite
alone in a retired part of this town, where her

relative paid her, it should seem, not unfrequent
seure

visits. Few, however,
neighbours, suspected

except her obher connexion

with the friar, or had the least notion of her
existence.

An old woman attended her in the

day-time, and retired in the evening, leaving
her mistress alone in the house. One morning
the street was alarmed by the old servant,
who, haying gained admittance, as usual, by

means of a private key, found the ypung’woman dead in her bed, the room’and other parts
of the house being stained with blood, It was
clear, indeed, upon a slight inspection of the ~
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body, hat no violence had taken place; yet
the powerful interest excited at the moment,

and before measures had been taken to hush
the whole matter, spread the circumstances of
the case all over the town, and brought the,

fact to light that the house itself belonged to

the friar, having been purchased by an agent
with the money arising from his sermons.

The

hungry vultures of the law would have reaped.

an abundant harvest upon any lay individual
who had been inyolyed in such a train of suspicious circumstances. But, probably, a proper douceur out of the sermon fees increased
their pious tenderness for the friar; while he
was so emboldened by the disposition of the
people to shut their eyes on every circumstance

which might sully the fair name of a son of
Saint Francis, that, a few days after the event,

he preached a sermon, denouncing the curse of
Heayen on the impious individuals who could
harbour a belief derogatory to his sacred character.

Crimes of the blackest description were left
unpunished during the last reign, from a fixed
and ayowed determination of the King* not to
infliet the > punishment of death upon a priest.

‘Townsend has chentioned the murder of a young
* Charles TI.
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lady commitied by a friar at San Lucar de

Barrameda; and I would not repeat the painful narrative, were it not that my acquaintance

with some of her relatives, as well as with the
spot on which she fell, enables me to give
a

more accurate statement.

A young lady, of a very respectable family

in the above-mentioned town, had for her confessor a friar of the Reformed or Unshod Carmelites.
I hayeoften visited the house where
she lived, in front of the convent.
Thither her

mother took her every day to mass, and frequently to confession, The priest, a man of
middle age, had conceived a passion for his
young penitent, which, not venturing to disclose, he madly fed by visiting the unsuspecting girl with all the frequency which the
spiritual relation in which he stood towards
her, and the friendship of her parents, allowed
him.

The young woman, now about nineteen,

had an offer of a suitable match, which she accepted with the approbation of her parents,

The day being fixed for the marriage, the bride,

according

to custom,

went,

mother, early in the morning

attended

by her

to church,

to

confess and receive the sacrament, , After

giving her absolution, the confessor, sttng with

the madness of jealousy, was observed whet;
The unfortunate
ting a knife in the kitchen.
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girl had, in the mean time, received the host,
and was now leaving the church, when the
villain, her confessor, meeting her in the porch,
and pretending to speak a few words in her
ear—a liberty to which his office entitled him

— stabbed her to the heart in the presence of
her mother.

The assassin

did not endeaybur

to escape. He was committed to prison; and
after the usual delays of the Spanish law, he
The King, howwas condemned to death.
ever, commuted this sentence into a confine.
ment for life in a fortress at Puerto Rico. The

only anxiety ever shewn by the murderer was
respecting the success of his crime. He made
frequent inquiries to ascertain the death of the
young woman; and the assurance that no man

could possess the object of his passion seemed
to make him happy during the remainder of
a long life.
Instances of enthusiasm are so rare, even in
the most

austere orders,

that there

is strong

ground to suspect its seeds are destroyed hy a
pervading corruption of morals. The Observant Franciscans, the most

numerous

commu-

nity in this town, haye not been able to set
upra liying saint after the death, which happened fur or five years since, of the last in
the series of servants to the order, who, for
time immemorial, have been a source of honour
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and profit to that convent. Besides the laybrothers—a kind of upper servants under religious vows, but excluded from the dignity of
holy orders—the friars admit some peasants,

ander the

name

of Donados,

(Donati, in the

Latin of the middle ages,) who, like their pre-

decessors of servile condition, give themselves

up, as their name expresses it, to the service of
the convent. As these people are now-a-days
at liberty to leave their voluntary servitude,
none are admitted but such as by the weakness of their understanding, and the natural

timidity arising from a degree of imbecility,

are expected to continue for life ina state of

religious bondage. They wear the habit of the
order, and are employed in the most menial offices, except such as, being able to act, or

rather to bear the character of extraordinary
sanctity,

are sent about the town

alms for their employers.

to collect

These idiot saints

are seen daily with a vacillating

step, and

a

look of the deepest humility, bearing about an

image of the child Jesus, to which a basket for
alms is appended, and offering, not their hand,

which is the privilege of priests, but the end
of their right sleeve, to be kissed by the pious.

To what influence these miserable beings are
sometimes raised, may be learned from a few
particulars of the life of Hermanito Sebastian
ட
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(Little Brother Sebastian) the last but one of
the Franciscan collectors in this town,

During the last years of Philip V. Brother
Sebastian was presented to the Infantes, the

king’s sons, that he might confer a blessing,
upon them. The courtiers present, observing
‘hat he took most notice of the King’s third son,
Don Carlos, observed to him that his respects

were chiefly due to the eldest, who was to be

king. “ Nay, nay, (itis reportéd he answered,
to his favourite) this shall be king
Pou
too.”

Carlos

Some

time

after this

interview,

Don

was, by the arrangements which put

anend to the Succession War, made Sovereign
Prince of Parma.
Conquest subsequently
raised him to the throne of Naples; and,

lastly, the failure of direct heirs to his brother

Ferdinand VI. put him im possession of the
crown of Spain. His first and unexpected pro-

of Parma had strongly
motion to the sovereignty
impressed Don Carlos with the idea of Sebastian’s knowledge of futurity.

But when, after

the death of the prophet, he found himself on
the throne of Spain, he thought himself bound

in honour and duty to obtain from the Pope

the Bedtification, or Apotheosis, of Little Sebas-

tian. ThesChurch of Rome, however, knowing the advantages of strict adherence to rules and
forms, especially when a king stands forward
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to pay the large fees incident
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to such trials,

kept on at a pace, compared to which your
Court of Chancery would seem to move with
the velocity of a meteor. But when the day
arrived

for

the

exhibition,

before

the

Holy

Cangregation of Cardinals, of all papers what-

ever which might exist in the hand-writing of

the candidate for saintship, and it was found

necessary to lay before their Eminences an original letter, which the King carried about his
person as an amulet, good Carlos found himself

in a most perplexing dilemma.

Distracted be-

tween his duty to his ghostly friend, and his
fears of some personal misfortune during the
absence of the letter, he exerted the whole in-

fluence of his crown through the Spanish ambassador at Rome, that the trial might proceed

upon the inspection of an authentic copy. The
Pope, however, was inexorable, and nothing
could be done without the autograph. The
king’s ministers at home, on the other hand,
finding him restless, and scarcely able to enjoy
the daily amusement of the chase, succeeded,

at length, in bringing about a plan for the exhi-

bition

of the

letter, which,

though

attended

with an inevitable degree of anxiety and pain
to his majesty, was, nevertheless, ‘the most
likely to spare his feelings. The most active

and trusty of the Spanish messengers was
Q2
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chosen to convey the invaluable epistle to
Rome, and his speed was'secured by the pro-

mise of alarge reward. Orders were then sent
to the ambassador to have the Holy Congregation assembled on the morning

when

the mes2

senger had engaged to arrive af the Vatican,
By this skilful and deep-laid plan of operations

the letter was not detained more than half an

hour at Rome; and another courier returned it
with equal speed to Spain.

From the moment

when the King tore himself from the sacred
paper, till it was restored to his hands,

he did

not venture once out of the palace.

I have

given these particulars on the authority of a
man no less known in Spain for the high station

he has filled, than for his public virtues and
talents.

He has been minister of state to the

present King, Charles IV., and is intimately
acquainted with the secret history of the pre-

ceding reign.*
Great remnants of self-tormenting fanaticism
are still found among the Carthusians.
Of this
order we have two monasteries in Andalusia,

one on the banks of the Guadalquivir, within
two miles of our gates, and another

at Xeréz,

England;

still bear.

or Sherry, as that town was formerly called in
a name

which

its

wines

Jovellanos; see Appendis
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These monasteries are rich in land and endowments, and consequently afford the monks
every

comfort

which

is consistent with their

rule. But all the wealth in the universe could
not give those wretched slaves of superstition
a single moment of enjoyment. The unhappy

man who binds himself with the Carthusian
yows, may consider the precincts of the cell

allotted him as his tomb. ‘These monks spend
daily eight or nine hours in the chapel, with-

out any music to relieve the monotony of the
service.
At midnight they are roused from
their beds, to which they retire at sunset, and

they chaunt matins till four in the morning,

Two hours’ rest are allowed them between that

service and morning prayers.

Mass follows,

with a short interruption, and great part of the

afternoon is allotted to vespers. No communication is permitted between the monks, except two days in the week, when they assemble
during an hour for conversation. Confined to
their cells when not attending church-service,
even their food is left them in a wheel-box,
such as are used in the nunneries*, from which

they take it when hungry, and eat it in perfest
solitude.

A few books and asmall garden,

in

which they cultivate a profusion of flowers, are
* See Letter V. page 178.
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the only resources of these unfortunate beings,

To these privations they add an absolute abstinence from flesh, which they vow not to taste

eyen at the risk of their lives.
I have on different occasions spent a day
with some

friends at the Hospederia, or Stran-

gers’ Lodge,

at the

Carthusians

of

Seville,

where it is the duty of the steward, the only
monk who is allowed to mix in society, to en-

tertain any male visitors who, with a proper’
introduction, repair to the monastery. The
steward I knew before my visit to England,
had been a merchant. After several voyages
to Spanish America, he had retired from the
world, which, it was evident in some unguarded

moments, he had known and loved too well to
have entirely forgotten it. His frequent visits
to the town, ostensibly upon business, were not
entirely free from suspicion among the idle and
inquisitive ; and 1 have some reason to believe

that these rumours were found too well
grounded by his superiors. He was deprived
of the stewardship, and disappeared for ever
from the haunts of men.
~The austerity of the Carthusian rule of life
would ‘cast but a transient gloom on the mind
of an enlightened

observer, if he could be sure

that the misery he beheld was voluntary, that
hope kept a crown of glory before the eyes of
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eyery wretched prisoner, and that no unwilling

vietim of a temporary illusion was pining for

light and liberty under the tombstone sealed
over him by religious tyranny, But neither

*the view of the monks fixed as statues in the

stalls of thetr gloomy church, nor those that

are seen in the darkest recesses of the cloisters,

prostrate

on

the marble

pavement,

where,

wrapt up in their large white mantles, they

spend many an hour in meditation, nor the

bent, gliding figures which wander among the
earthy mounds under the orange-trees of the

cemetery—that

least melancholy spot within

the walls of the monastery,—nothing, I say,
did ever so harrow my feelings in that mansion of sorrow as the accidental meeting of a
repining prisoner. This was a young monk,
who, to my great surprise, addressed me as I

was looking at the pictures in one of the clois-

ters of the Carthusians near Seville, and very

politely offered to shew me his cell. He was
perfectly unknown to me, and I have eyery

reason to believe that 1 was equally so to him,
Haying admired his collection of flowers, we
entered into a literary conversation,

and_he

asked me whether I was fond of Freyeh literature.

Upon my shewing some’ aequaintance

with the writers of that nation, and expressing
a mixed feeling of surprise and interest at
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hearing a Carthusian venturing upon that topic,
the

poor

guard,

so thrown

off his

that, leading me to a bookcase,

young

man

was

he put

into my hands a volume

of Voltaire’s Pidces

Fugitives, which he spoke of with rapture. I
believe I saw a volume of Rousseau’s works in

the collection; yet I suspect that
nate man’s select library consisted
rather than philosophical works.
name is unknown to me, though I
him the place of his birth; and

this unfortuof ae
The monk
learned from
many years

have elapsed since this strange meeting, which,

from its insulation amidst the events and im-

pressions of my life, I compare to an interview
with an inhabitant of the invisible world.

But I

shall never forget the thrilling horrorI felt, when

the abyss of misery into which that wretched
being was plunged opened suddenly upon my.
mind.

Iwas young, and had, till that moment,

mistaken the nature of enthusiasm. Fed asI
Saw it in a Carthusian convent, I firmly believed it could not be extinguished but with
life. This ocular evidence against my former

belief was so painful, that I hastened my departure, leaving the devoted victim to his solitude,

there

to await the

odious sound of the

bell which:was to disturb his sleep, if the subsequent horror of having committed himself
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with a stranger allowed him that night to close

his eyes.

Though the number of Hermits is not consi-

derable in Spain, we are not without some es-

tablishments

on

the

scribed by Gibbon*.

plan

of the

Lauras

de-

The principal of these

solitudes is Monserrat in Catalonia, an account
of which you will find in most books of travels.

My own observation on this point does not,

however,

exterld

beyond

the hermitages

of

abruptly within six miles

of

Cordoba, which, I believe, rank next to the
above-mentioned.
The branch of Sierra Morena, which to the
north of Cordoba separates Andalusia from La

Mancha,

that city.

rises

On the first ascent of the hills the

country becomes exceedingly beautiful. The
small rivulets which freshen the valleys, aided
by the powerful influence of a southern atmo-

sphere, transform these spots, during April and
May, into the most splendid gardens. Roses

and lilies, of the largest cultivated kinds, have
sown themselyes in the greatest profusion
upon every space left vacant by the mountainherbs and shrubs, which form wild and roman-

tic hedges to these native flower-knats.

But”

as you approach the mountain-teps,to the right

* Chapter xxvii.
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and left, the rock begins to appear, and the

scanty soil, scorched and pulverized by the
sun,

becomes

unfit

for

vegetation.

Here

stands a barren hill of difficult approach on
sides, and precipitous towards the plain,
rounded head inclosed within a rude stone
rapet, breast high, a small church rising in
centre,

and

about

twenty

brick

all
its
pathe

tenements

irregularly scattered about it. The dimen.
sions of these huts allow just’ sufficient room

for a few boards raised about a foot from the
ground, which, coyered with a mat, serve for a
bed, a triyet to sit upon, and a diminutive deal

table supporting a crucifix, a human skull, and
one or two books of devotion.

The door is so

low that it cannot be passed without stooping;

and the whole habitation is ingeniously contrived to exclude every comfort. As visiting
and talking together is forbidden to thie
hermits, and the cells are at some distance from:
one another, a small bell is hung oyer the door
of each, to call for assistance in case of sickness

or danger. The hermits meet at chapel every
morning to hear mass and receive the sacrament

from

the hands of a secular

priest, for

none of othem are admitted to orders, After
chapel they, retire to their cells, where they pass
their time in reading, meditation, plaiting mats,
making little crosses of Spanish broom, which
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people carry about them as a preservative from
erysipelas, and manufacturing instruments of
penance, such as scourges and a sort of wire
bracelets bristled inside with points, called Cilicios, which are worn next the skin by the wltrapious among*the Catholics
Food, consisting of
pulse and herbs, is distributed once a day to
the hermits, leaving them to use it when they

please.

These devotees are usually peasants,

who, seized with religious terrors, are driven to

this strange method of escaping eternal misery
in the next world.

But the hardships of their

new profession are generally less seyere than

those to which they were subject by their lot in
life; and they find ample amends for their loss
of liberty in the certainty of food and clothing
without labour, no less than in the secret pride

of superior sanctity, and the consequent respect

of the people.
Thus far these hermitages excite more disgust than compassion. But when, distracted
by superstition, men of a higher order and more
delicate feelings fly to these solitudes as to a
hiding-place from mental terrors, the consequences are often truly melancholy. Among the_
hermits of Cordoba, I found a, gentleman who,

three years before, had given tp -his commission in the army, where he was a colonel of’artillery, and, what is perhaps more painful to a
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Spaniard, his cross of one of the ancient orders

of knighthood.
shewed

He joined our party,

and

more pleasure in conversation than is

consistent with that high fever of enthusiasm,
without

which his present state of life must

have been worse than death itself:

We stood

upon the brow of the rock, having at our feet
the extensive plains of Lower Andalusia, wa-

tered by the Guadalquivir, the ancient city of
Cordoba with its magnificent cathedral in front,

and the mountains of Jaén sweeping majestically to the left. The view was to me, then a
very young man, truly grand and imposing;
and I could not help congratulating the hermit
on the enjoyment of a scene which so power-

fully affected the mind, and wrapt it up in contemplation. ‘Alas! (he answered with an air
of dejection) I haye seen it every day these
three years!” As hermits are not bound to their
profession by irrevocable yows, perhaps this
unfortunate being has, after along and pain

ful struggle, returned to the habitations of men,
to hide his face in some obscure comer, bearing

the reproach of apostacy and backsliding from
the bigoted, and the sneer of ridicule from the

“thoughtless, his prospects
this world, and darkened
as to the next. Woe to
who publicly engage their

blasted for ever in
by fear and remorse
the man or woman
services to religion,
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VII. —

Seville, 1805.
‘Wien the last census was made, in 1787,
the number of Spanish females confined to the
cloister, for life, amounted to thirty-two thou-

sand.

That in a country where wealth is small

and ill distributed, and industry languishes un-

der innumerable restraints, there should be a
great number of portionless gentlewomen un-

able to find a suitable match, and consequently
glad of a dignified asylum, where they might
secure peace and competence, if not happiness,
isso perfectly natural,

that the founders

and

supporters of any institution intended to fulfil
these objects would deserye to be reckoned
among the friends of humanity. But the cruel
_and wicked church law, which, aided by exter-

nal forcey binds the nuns with perpetual vows,

makes the convents for females the Bastilley of

superstition, where many a victim lingers
through a long life of despair or insanity.
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Though I do not mean to enter into a point of
theological controversy, I find it impossible to
dwell for a moment on this subject without ex-

pressing my utter abhorrence and detestation
gf the cold indifference with which our Church

looks on the glaring evil consequences of some
of its laws, when, according to her own doc-

trines, they might be either repealed or amended without relinquishing any of her claims.

The authority ofthe Roman Pontiff, in all mat-

ters of church goyerument, is not questioned
among Catholics. Yet, from a proud affecta-

tion of infallibility, even upon such points as

the most violent partisans of that absurd pre-

tension have never yentured to place within its
teach, the church of Rome has been so sparing
of the power to reform her laws, that it might

be suspected she wished to abandon it by prescription. Always ready to bind, the heirs of
Saint Peter have shewn themselves extremely
ayerse to the more humane office of Joosing on
earth, except when it served the purposes of
gain or ambition,

The

time,

I believe,

will

neyer come when the church of Rome will
agree to make concessions on what are called
matters of faith. But I cannot discoyer ihe

least shadow of reason or interest for the obstinacy which preserves unaltered the barbar-

ous laws relating to the religious vows of
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feniales :ழ் வில it be that vile animal jealousy,
which persons, deprived of the pleasures of
love, are apt to mistake for zeal in the cause of

chastity: such zeal as your Queen Elizabeth
felt for the purity of her maids.
ம
The Numneries

in this towp amount to

twenty-nine.
Of these, some are under the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Friars, whose rule
of religious life they profess; and some under
that of the Episcopal See. The last generally
follow

the

monastic

rules

of Saint Benedict,

Saint Bernard, or Saint Jerom; and it is remarkable, that the same superiority which is

observable in the secular above the regular

clergy, is found in the nuns under the episcopal jurisdiction.

Some of these inhabit large

convents,

courts

whose

and

gardens

the inhabitants ample space for exercise
amusement. Instead of narrow cells, the
liye in a comfortable suite of apartments,
at the head of a small family of younger

allow

and
nuns
often
mins

whom they have educated, or of pupils, not
under religious vows, whom their parents place
there for instruction. The life, in fact, of these

communities, is rather collegiate than monastic;
aud were it not for the tyrannical law which
deprives “the professed nuns of their liberty,
such ப
would be far from objee-

tionable.

The dress of these nuns is still that
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which the Duefas, or elderly matrons, wore
when the convents were founded, with the ad-

dition of a large mantle, black, white, or blue,

according to the custom of the order, which
they use at the choir.

From a head-dress not

unlike that which, if I my yenture upon such

matters, I believe you call a mob-cap, hangs the
black veil. A rosary, or chaplet of black beads

with a cross at the end, is seen hanging over

the neck and shoulders, or loosely coiled on a

leather strap, which tightens the tunie or gown
to the waist.

A slip of cloth of the breadth

of the shoulders, called the scapulary, hangs

down to the feet both before and behind, probably with a view to conceal every outline of
the female shape.
The mildness of these monastic

rules being

unsatisfactory to the fiery spirit of bigotry,
many convents have been founded under the
title of Reformed, where, without the least regard to the sex of the votaries, young and delicate females are subjected to a life of privation
and hardship, as the only infallible method of
obtaining the favour of Heaven. Their dress
is a tunic of sackcloth,

tied

round

the

waist

with a knotted rope. The rule allows thera
no linen either for clothing or bedding. Woollen of the coarsest kind frets their bodies, day
and night, even during the burning summers of

R
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the South of Spain. A mantle of the same
sackcloth is the only addition which the nuns
make to their dress in winter, while their feet,
shod with

open

sandals,

and

without

either

socks or stockings, are exposed to the sharp
winter blasts, and the deadening chill of the
brick floors. A band of coarse linen, two inches in breadth, is worn by the Capuchin nuns,

bound tight six or eight times round the head,
in remembrance,

it is said,

of

the crown of

thorns; and such is the barbarous spirit of
rule, that it does net allow this band to
taken off even under an access of fever.
young woman who takes the veil in any of
reformed convents renounces the sight of
nearest relations. The utmost indulgence
to communication

with

parents

the
be
A
the
her
as

and brothers

extends to a short conversation once a month,
in the presence of one of the elder nuns, behind a thick curtain spread on the inner side
of the iron grating, which completely intercepts the view. The religious vows, however,
among the Capuchin nuns put a final end to’
all communication between parents and chilaren.
்
To these unacquainted with the characterof

our species of Christianity, it will be difficult
to conceive what motive can influence the mind
of a young creature of sixteen thus to sacrifice
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herself upon the altars of these Molochs whom
we call Saints and Patriarchs. To me these
horrid effects of superstition appear so natural,

that I only wonder when I see so many of our redigious young females still out of the convent.
Remorse and: mental horrors goad some young
men into the strictest monasteries, while more

amiable, though equally mistaken views, lead
our females to.a similar course of life.
taught to believe

Weare

self-inflicted pain to be ac-

ceptable to the Deity, both as an atonement
for crime, and a token of thankfulness.
female character, among

The

us, is a compound of

the most ardent feclings—vehement to deliri-

ousness, generous to devotedness, What wonder, then if, early impressed with the loveli-

ness and sufferings of an incarnate Deity, an
exquisitely tender mind grow restless and dissatisfied with a world as yet known only
through the pictures of morose fanatics, and
pant after the most effectual means of giving

her celestial lover an unquestionable proof of
gratitude? The first nascent wish of taking
the yeil is eagerly watched and seized hy a
confessor, who, toa violent jealousy of earthly
bridegrooms, joins a confident sepse of yuerjt, im
adding one virgin more to the ten thousand of
Pious parents tremble
the spiritual Harem.

at the thought of standing between God and
RQ
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their daughter, and often with a bleeding heart
lead her to the foot of the altar.
There is an extreme eagerness in the Catho
lie professors of celibacy, both male and fe-

male, to decoy young persons into the toile
from which they themselves cannot eseay

With this view they have disguised the awful
ceremony which cuts off an innocent girl from
the sweetest hopes of nature, with the pomp

and gaiety which mankind have unanimously
bestowed on the triumph of legitimate love.
The whole process which condemns a female
“to wither on the virgin thorn,” and “ liyea
barren sister all her life,” is studiously made

to represent

a wedding.

The

unconscious

victim, generally in her fifteenth year, finds
herself, for some time previous to her taking

the veil, the queen—nay, the idol of the whole’
community which has obtained her preference,

She is constantly addressed by the name of
bride, and sees nothing but gay preparations
for the expected day of her spiritual nuptials,
Attired in a splendid dress, and decked with
all the jewels of her family and friends, she
takes public leave of her acquaintance, visits,
on her svay to the convent,

several other nun-

neries to'be’seen and admired by the recluse
‘inhabitants, and eyen the crowd which collects

iu her progress follows her with tears and bless-
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ings.

As she approaches the church of her

monastery, the dignified ecclesiastic who is
to perform the ceremony, meets the intended
novice at the door, and leads her to the altar
samid the sounds of bells and musical instru-

ments.

The monastic weeds are blessed by

the priest in her presence; and having embraced her parents and nearest relations, she
is led by the lady who acts as bride’s-maid to
the small door next to the double grating,
which separates the nuns’ choir from the body

of the church. A curtain
abbess cuts off the hair
strips her of her worldly
removal of the curtain she

is drawn while
of the novice,
ornaments. On
appears in the

the
and
the
mo-

nastic garb, surrounded by the nuns bearing

lighted tapers, her face covered with the white
veil of probationship, fixed on the head by a
wreath

of flowers.”

After the Te Deum,

or

some other hymn of thanksgiving, the friends of
the family adjourn to the Locutory, or visitingroom, where a collation of ices and sweetmeats is served in the presence of the mock
bride, who, with the principal nuns, attends

behind the grating which separates the visitors
from the inmates of the convent, Insthe more
austere convents the parting visit’is omitted,
and the sight of the novice in the white veil,
immediately after having her hair cut off, is
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the last which, for a whole year, is granted to
the parents.
They again see her on the day

when

she binds herself with the irrevocable

vows, never to behold her more, unless they
should live to see her again crowned with
flowers, when she is laid in the grave.
ட

Instances of novices quitting the convent
during the year of probation are extremely
rare. The ceremony of taking the veil is too
solemn, and bears too much the character of a
public engagement, to allow full liberty of
choice during the subsequent noviciate. The
timid mind of a girl shrinks from the idea of

appearing again in the world, under the tacit
reproach of fickleness and relaxed devotion,

The nuns, besides, do not forget their arts
during the nominal trial of the victim, and she
lives a whole year the object of their caresses,
Nuns, in fact, who, after profession, would
have given their lives for a day of free breathing

out of their prison, it has been my misfortune
to know; but Tcannot recollect more than one
instance of a novice quitting the convent; and
that was a woman of obscure birth, on whom

public opinion had no influence.

2

That nrany nuns, especially in the more le

beral convents, live happy, I have every reason to believe; but, on the other hand, I possess indubitable evidence of the exquisite mi-
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sery which is the lot of some unfortunate females, under similar circumstances. I shall
mention only one case, in actual existence,
with which I am circumstantially, acquainted.
» A lively and interesting girl of fifteen, poor,
though contiected with some of the first gentry
in this town,

haying

received

her education

under an aunt who was at the head of a wealthy,

and not austere, Franciscan convent, came out,

as the phrase i8, to sce the world, previous to her

taking the veil.

I often met the intended

novice at the house of one of her relations,
where I visited daily. She had scarcely been
a fortnight out of the cloister, when that world
she had learned to abhor in description, was so

visibly and rapidly winning her affections, that
at the end of three months

she could hardly

disguise her aversion to the veil. The
however, was now fast approaching which
been fixed for the ceremony, without her
ing sufficient resolution to decline it.

day,
had
feelHer

father, a good but weak man, she knew too
‘well, could not protect her from the ill treat-

‘ment of an unfeeling mother, whose vanity*was
‘concerned in thus disposing of a dauzliter for

qvhom she had no hopes of findinga suitable
match. The kindness of her auat, the good
nun to whom the distressed girl was indebted

for the happiness of her childhood, formed,
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besides, too strong a contrast with the unkind-

ness of the unnatural mother, not to give her
wavering mind a strong though painful bias
towards the cloister. To this were added all
the arts of pious seduction so common among

the religious of both sexes.

The ‘preparations.

for the approaching solemnity were, in
mean time, industriously got forward னி
greatest publicity. Verses were circulated,

which her confessor sang the triumph of ia

Love over the wily suggestions of the inpi
The wédding-dress was shewn to every acqua)

ance, and due notice of the appointed day
given to friends and relatives. But
and aversion of the devoted victim
proportion as she saw herself more
inyolved in the toils she had wanted
to burst when she first felt them.
It was in company with my friend
with whose

private

history

you

the fe
grew
and
cour;
Leanc

are well

quainted,* that I often met the unforti
Maria Francisca. His efforts to dissuade
from the rash step she was going to take,
the warm language in which he spoke to
father on that subject, had made her look uj
him as anyarm and sincere friend. The unhappy

girl, on the eve of the day when she was to take
* See Letter HII.

go
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the veil, repaired to church,

and sent him

ae

message, without mentioning her name, that க
female penitent requested his attendance
at the

confessional. With painful surprise he found the
‘future novice at his feet, in a state bordering

oy distractidn.

Jowed

her

When a flood of tears had al-

utterance,

she

told him

that,

for

want of another friend in the whole world to
whom she could disclose -her feelings, she
came

to him, not, however, for the purpose of confes-

sion, but because

she trusted he would listen.

with pity to her sorrows. “With a warmth and
eloquence above her years, she protested that
the distant terrors of eternal punishment, which,
she feared, might be the consequence of her determination, could not deter her from the step
by which she was going to escape the incessant

persecution of her mother. In vain did my
friend volunteer his assistance to extricate her
from the appalling difficulties which surrounded
her: in vain did he’ offer to wait upon the
archbishop, and implore his interference: no
offers, no persuasions could moye her. She

parted as if ready to be conveyed to the scat
fold, and the next day she took the veil.

The real kindness of her

உ

பப்பட்ட

cherous smiles of the other nuns, supported the
pining novice through the year of probation,

The

scene I beheld

when

she

was

bound
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the perpetual vows of monastic life, is one

which I cannot recollect without an actual sense
of suffocation.

A solemn mass, performed with

all the splendour which that ceremony admits,
preceded the awful oaths of the novice.

At the

conclusion of the service, she approached the
superior of the order. A pen, gaily ornamented
with artificial flowers, was put into her trembling
hand, to sign the engagement for life, on which
she was about to enter.

Then, standing before

the iron-grate of the choir, she began to chaunt,
in a weak and fainting voice, the act of consecration of herself to God; but, having uttered
a few words, she fainted into the arms of the
This was attributed to mere

surrounding nuns,

No sooner had the means

fatigue and emotion.
employed restored
speech, than, with
who knew not her
afresh impulse of

to the victim
a vehemence
circumstances
holy zeal, and

the powers of
which those
attributed to
in which the

few that were in the painful secret saw nothing

but the madness of despair, she hurried oyer
the remaining sentences, and sealed her doom

for ever.
—. The real feelings of the new votaress were,

howevet!y too much

suspected

by her more

bigoted or fnore resigned fellow-prisoners; and
time and despair making her less cautious, she
was

soon looked

upon

as one likely to bring
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disgrace on the whole order, by divulging the

secret that it is possible for a nun to feel impa-

tient under her vows. The storm of conventual
persecution, (the fiercest and most pitiless of all

that breed in the human heart,) had been low-

erjng over the unhappy young woman during
the short time which her aunt, the prioress,

survived.

But when death had left her friend-

less, and exposed to the tormenting ingenuity

of a crowd of female zealots, whom she could

not escape for an instant, unable to endure her

misery, she resolutely attempted to drown herself.

And

The attempt, however, was ineffectual,

now the merciless

character

of Catholic

superstition appeared in its full glare.

The

mother, without impeaching whose character

no judicial steps could be taken to prove the
invalidity of the profession, was dead; and

| some relations and friends of the poor prisoner

| were moved by her sufferings to apply to the
| church for relief.

A suit was instituted for this

purpose before the ecclesiastical court, and the

clearest evidence adduced of the indirect com-

pulsion which had been used in the case.

But

the whole order of Saint Francis, considering
their honour at stake,

rose against their rebel-

lious subject, and the judges sanctioned her
vows as voluntary and valid.

She lives still in
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to madness,

and

death

chains.*
of misery is, I hope, one of
which seldom take place,
transpire.
The common

source of suffering among the Catholic recluses
proceeds from a certain degree of religious me:
lancholy, which, combined with such com:
plaints as originate in perpetual confinement,
affect more or less the greater number.
The mental disease to which I allude is com:
monly known by the name of Hscripitlos, and

might be called religious anwiety,

It is the na.

tural state of a mind perpetually dwelling on
hopes

connected with an invisible world, and

anxiously practising

means

to avoid an un

happy lot in it, which keep the apprehended |
danger for ever present

to the imagination, |

Consecration for life at the altar promises, it is

true, increased happiness in the world to come;

but the numerous and difficult duties attached
to the religious profession, multiply the hazards
of eternal misery with the chances of failure in

their performance; and while the plain Chris-|

tian’s offences against the moral law are offen)
considered as mere frailties, those of the pro-

Sie

ப

eh
அணை
* She died in 1821.

ட்

|
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°
fessed votary seldom escape the,aggravation of
sacrilege.

The odious diligence of the Catho-

lic moralists has raked together an endless catalogue of sins, by thought, word, and deed, to
jeyery one of which the punishment of eternal
flames has been assigned.

This list, alike hor-

rible and disgusting, haunts the imagination of

the unfortunate devotee, till, reduced toa state
of perpetual anxicty, she can neither think,

speak, nor act; without discovering in every

vital motion a sin which inyalidates all her past
sacrifices, and dooms her painful efforts after

Christian perfection to end in everlasting ‘misery.

Absolution, which adds boldness to the

resolute and profligate, becomes a fresh source

of disquietude to a timid and sickly mind,

Doubts innumerable disturb the unhappy suf-

ferer, not, however, as to the power of the
priest in granting pardon, but respecting her
‘own fulfilment of the conditions, without which
to receive absolution is sacrilege. These agonizing fears, cherished and fed by the small
cirele of objects to which a nun is confined, are
generally incurable, and usually terminate in
an untimely death, or insanity.
There

are, howeyer, constitutions
and

tem-

pers to which the atmosphere’
of a nunnery
seems natural and congenial. Women of tncommon cleverness and judgment, whose
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th of mind preserves them ina state of ra-

tional happiness, are sometimes found in the
-cloisters.

But the true, the genuine nun—such,

{ mean, as, unincumbered by a barbarous rule,

‘and blessed with that Liliputian activity of,
mind which can conyert a parlour or a kitchen
into an universe—presents a most curious mo:
dification of that

Like

maid,

character,

amusing

their virgin

the old

sisters all over the

world, they too have, more or less, a flirting
period, of which the confessor is always the

happy and exclusive object.

The heart and

soul of almost every nun not passed fifty are
centred in the priest that directs her conscience.

The

convent

messengers’

are

seen

about the town with lots of spiritual dillets-doun,
in search of a soothing line from the ghostly

fathers.
that

The nuns not only address them by |

endearing

name,

but

will

not endure)

from them the common form of speech in the”
third person:—they must be tutoyé, as children
are by their parents. Jealousy is a frequent”
symptom

of this

nameless

attachment;

and

though it is impossible for every nun to have
exclusive possession of her confessor, few will”
allow the presence of a rival withm their own
cony ent.

‘T do not intend, however, to cast an imputa-

tion of levity on the class of Spanish females

—
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Instances of gross mis-

conduct are extremely rare among the nuns.

Indeed, the physical barriers which protect
their virtue are fully adequate

to guard

them

against the dangers of a most unbounded men-

tal intimacy with their confessors. Neither
wouldI suggest the idea that nothing but obstacles of this kind keeps

them, in all cases,

within the bounds of modesty.

My only ob-

ject is to expose the absurdity and unfeeling-

ness of a system which, while it surrounds the
young recluses with strong walls, massive gates,

and spiked windows, grants them the most
intimate communication with a man—often a
young man—that can be carried on in words

and writing.

The struggle between the heart

thus barbarously tried, and the unnatural duties

of the religious state, though sometimes a mystery to the modest sufferer, is plainly visible in

most of the young captives.
About the age of fifty, (for spiritual flirtation
seldom exhausts itself before that age,) the genuine nun has settled every feeling and affection upon that shifting centre of the universe,
which, like some circles in astronomy, changes
with every step of the individual—I mean self.
Tt has been observed that no European language
possesses a true

equivalent

for your English

word comfort; and, considering the state of this
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country, Spanish would have little chance of
producing a similar substantive, were it not jor
some of our nuns, who, as they make a constant practical study of the subject, may, at
length,

enrich our dictionary with a name for

what they know so well without it, Their com.

forts, however, poor souls!

are still of an inie-

rior kind, and arise chiefly from the indulgence
of that temper, which, in the language of your
ladies’ maids, makes their mistresses very particular; and which, by a strange applicatioof
n

the word, confers among us the name of impertinente. The squeamishness, fastidiousness, and
morbid sensibility of nuns, make that name a

proverbial reproach against every sort of af
fected delicacy. As great and wealthy nunneries possess considerable

mfluence,

and none|

can obtain the patronage of the Holy Sisters|

(Mothers, they are called by the Spaniards.)
without accommodating themselves to thetone
and manners of the society, every person, male
or female, connected with it, acquires a
mineing air, which cannot be mistaken by an
experienced observer. But in none does it ap-

pear more ludicrously than in the old fashione¢
nun-dotors. Their patience in listening to long, |
minute, and often-told reports of cases the
mock authority with which they enforce their

prescriptions, and the peculiar wit they employ !
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more remarkable for jollity than for either
show or refinement, yet unmixed with any

grossness or indecorum.

I shall give a speci-

men in a family of middle rank, whose circum-

*stances were not the most favourable to cheerfylness.
The joy and delight of my childhood was
centred in the house of four spinsters of the
good old times, who, during a period of between fifty and’sixty years passed ‘in single

blessedness,” and with claims to respectability

as ample as their means of supporting it were
scanty, had waged the most resolute and sue-

cessful war against melancholy, and were now

the seasoned veterans of mirth. Poverty being
no source of degradation among us, these la-

dies had a pretty numerous circle of friends,

who, with their young families, frequented the
house—one of the old, large, and substantial
buildings which, for a trifling rent, may be had
in this town, and which care and neatness have
‘kept furnished for more than a century, without
the addition or substitution of a single article.
Tn a lofty drawing-room, hung round with
tapestry, the faded remnants of ancient family
pride, the good old ladies were, ready} every

evening after sunset, to weleome’their friends,
especially the young of both sexes, to whom

they shewed the most good-natured kindness:

26200,
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‘Their scanty revenue did not allow them to
treat the company with the usual refreshments,
except on particular days—an expense which
they met by a well-planned system of starvation carried on throughout the year with the.

utmost good-humour.

An ancient guitar, as

large as a moderate violoncello, stood up ina

corner of the room, ready, at a moment's notice,
to stir up the spirits of the-young people into'a
dance of the Spanish Seguidillas, or to accompany the songs which

were

often Sorfeited in

the games that formed the staple of merriment
at this season.

The games, in truth, which in England
are
nearly forgotten, even within their last asylums_
—ladies’ schools and nurseries,—were thirty
years ago a favourite amusement in this coun
try. That they haye, at, some period, been
common to a great part of Europe, will not be |
doubted by any one who, like myself, may:
tach such importance to this subject as to be
at the trouble of comparing the different sports”

of that kind which prevail in France, England,
aud Spain.

I wish, indeed, that antiquarian

were a more joyial and volatile race than Thaye”
found

them

in

general,

and

that

some one

would trace up these amusements to their com-_

thon source. The French, with that spirit of
system and scientific arrangement which even
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ferent birds.—In The Soldier, the players being
questioned by the leader about the clothing

they mean to give a decayed veteran, must
avoid the words yes, no, white, and black.

The

ingenuity displayed in this game is much of;
the kind that appears in some of our tales of
the seventeenth century, where the author engaged not to use some particular vowel throughout

his narrative.-—Erhausting

a letter, each

player being obliged to use three words with

the initial proposed by the leader.

The Eng.

lish game, I love my love, is a modification of
this; in Spanish it is commonly called el Jardin, the Garden.—La Plaza de Toros, or the Bull

Amphitheatre, in French, L'Amphigouri, is a
story made up of words collected from the
players, each of whom engages to name objects _
peculiar to some trade.—Le mot placé, a refine. |
ment on Cross purposes, in Spanish Los Despropositos, is a game in which every player in the

ring having whispered to his neighbour, on the |
right, the most unusual word he can think of
questions are putin the opposite direction, the |
ahSwer to which, besides being pertinent, must |
contain the given word.— The stool of ரன்ன

(Gallice) La Sellette, (Hispan.) La Berlina,is, as
my French avthor wisely observes, a dangerous
game, where the penitent hears his faults from

every one of the company through the medium
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of the leader, till he can guess the person who
has nettled him most by his remarks,
Iwill not deny that a taste among grown
people for these childish amusements bespeaks
a great want of refinement, but I must own,
on,the other hand, that there is a charm in the

remnants of primitive simplicity which gave a
relish to these scenes of domestic gaicty, not
to be found in the more affected manners of

the present day.’ The French, especially in the

provinces, are still addicted to these joyous,
unsophisticated family meetings. For my part;
Ilament that the period is nearly gone by,
when neither bigotry nor fastidiousness had as
yet condemned those cheap and simple means

of giving vent to the overflow of spirits, so
common in the youth of all countries, but more
especially under this our animating sky ; and
cannot endure with patience that fashion should

begin to disdain those friendly meetings, where
mirth and joy, springing from the young, diffused afresh glow of life over the old, and Hope
and Remembrance seemed to shake hands with

Pleasure in the very teeth of Time.
சண்
As Carnival approached, the spirit of romping gained fast upon its assiduous votaries, till
it ended ina full possession, which lasted the
three days preceding Ash-Wednesday.
த
The custom alluded to by Horace of sticking
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her head revolving faster than the great orbit
on which the ominous comet flies.

Carnival, properly so called, is limited to
Quinquagesima-Sunday, and the two following
days, a period which the lower classes. pass in

drinking» and rioting in those streets where
the

meaner sort of houses abound, and especially

in the vicinity of the large courts, or halls,
called Corrales, surrounded with small
rooms
or cells, where numbers of the poorest inha-

bitants live in filth, misery, and debauch.

Be-

fore these horrible places are seen crowds of

men, women, and children, singing, dancing,
drinking, and pursuing each other with hand-

fuls of hair-powder,

I have never seen, how-

ever, an instance of their taking liberties with

any person

above

their class; yet, such bac-

chanals produce a feeling of insecurity, which
makes the approach of those spots very மட
Pleasant during the Carnival.
At

Madrid,

where

whole

quarters

of the

town, such as Avapiés and Maravillas, ave inhabited exclusively by the rabble, these Saturnalia are performed upon a larger scale.
»
once ventured

with three

or four friends,

muffled in our cloaks, to parade

all

the Avapiés

during the Carnival. The streets were crowded

with men, who, upon the least provocation, real
or imaginary, would have instantly used the
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knife, and of women equally ready to take no
slight share in any quarrel ; for these lovely
creatures often carry a poniard in a sheath,

thrust within the upper part of the left. stock:
ing, and held up by the garter. We were,
however, upon our best behaviour, and by a
look of complacency on their sports, and keep.
ing at the most respectful distance from the

women, came away without meeting with the

least disposition to insolence 6r rudeness.
or
A gentleman who, either out of curiosity
the
of
nts
amuseme
the
deprayed taste, attends
yulgar, is generally respected, provided heis a
mere spectator,

females.

and appears indifferent to the

The ancient Spanish jealousy is still

observable among the lower classes ; and while

not a sword is drawn in Spain upon a love:
quarrel, the knife often decides the claims of
more

humble

lovers.

Yet,

love

is,

by

no

means, the main instigator of murder among
us. A constitutional irritability, especially in

the southern provinces,

leads, without any

more assignable reason, to the frequent shed:

Ging of blood.
nay, the mere

A small

quantity of wine,

blowing of the easterly wind,

called Soldno, is infallibly attended with deadly

quarrels in Andalusia. The average of danger
ous or mortal wounds, on every great festival at
Seville, is, I believe, about two or three.

We:
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By

allowing

the

,

Spaniards

273
to

eat

meat four days in the Lent weeks, it was proposed to diminish the profits which Great Britain derives from the exportation of dried fish.

+ We had accordingly another privilege, under the
title of Flesh-Bull, at the same moderate price
as the former. This additional revenue was
found

too considerable

to be relinquished on

the restoration of peace; and the Pope, who
has a share in it, soon discovered that the
weakness

of our constitutions

requires

more

solid nutriment than the dry chips of the News
foundland fish can afford.
The Bull of the Crusade is proclaimed, every

year before Lent, by the sound of kettle-drums

and trumpets. As no one can enjoy the privileges expressed in these papal rescripts with-

‘out possessing a printed copy thereof, wherein
the name of the owner is inserted, there is a
house at Seville with a printing-office, by far
the most extensive in Andalusia, where, at the

expense of Government, these Bulls are reprinted every year, both for Spain and Spanish
America. Now, it has been wisely arraitgéd

that, on the day of the yearly publication, the
copies for the preceding twelvemonth

should

become absolutely stale and utprofitable;

measure

which

produces

a

a most prodigiots

hurry to obtain new Bulls in all who wish well
ழு
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the middle of every Cathedral with, the clumsy
and absurd inclosure of the choir, it would be

difficult to imagine a more striking view than
that which our Church presents on Holy-Thuts-

day.—In one respect, and that a most impor.»

tant one, ithas the advantage over Saint Peter's
at Rome. The scene of filth and irreverence

which, according
to travellers, disgusts the eye
and revolts the mind at the Church of the |
Vatican—those crowds of peasanits and beggars, _
eating, drinking, and sleeping within the pre-—
cints of the temple,

Seville.

ate not to be scen at

Our Church, though almost thronged

day and night on the principal festivals, is not
profaned by any external mark of indevotion.

The strictest watch is kept by members of'the |
chapter appointed for that purpose, who, at
tended by the vergers, go their rounds for the
preservation of order.
The exclusion of eyery
kind of seats from the Church, though rather

inconvenient for the people, prevents its being

made a lounging-place ; and, besides allowing”
the beautiful marble pavement

to appearw

broken, ayoids that dismal look of an empt
theatre, which benches or pews give

churcheg
in the intervals of divine service.
Early on Patm-Sunday the melancholy sound |
of the

Passion-bell

announces

the

beginning

|

of the solemnities for which the fast of Lent is |
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of concealed fire-works, which are meant, to

imitate an earthquake.

The evening service named Tinieblas (dark
ness) is performed this day after sunset. The
on this occasion,

cathedral,

exhibits the most.

solemn and impressive aspect. The high altar,
concealed behind dark grey curtains which fall

from the height of the cornices, is dimly lighted |

by six yellow wax-candles,

while the gloom

of the whole temple is broken ‘in large masses
by wax torches, fixed one on each pillar of the

centre aile, about one-third of its length from —
the ground,

An elegant candlestick of brass,

from fifteen to twenty feet high, is placed, this
and the following evening, between the choir
and the altar, holding thirteen candles, twelve
and

of yellow,

one of bleached

wax,

distri-

puted on the two sides of the triangle which
terminates the machine. Each candle stands:
by a brass figure of one of the apostles. Tl
white candle occupying the apex is allotted
the Virgin Mary. At the conclusion of
of the twelve psalms appointed for the ser

sice, one of the yellow candles is extinguished,
fill, the

white

taper

burning

alone,

it ©

taken down -and concealed behind the altar)

Tamiedintely after the ceremony, the 07am
as

we

call

the

fiftieth

psalm,

set,

every

other year, to a new strain of musie, is sung

©
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has the privilege of parading the town in the
dead of night, they have little to attract the
eye or affect the imagination.
Their chief ob-

ject is to convey groups of figures, as large
as life, representing different scenes of our
aviour’s passion.

There is something remarkable in the es-

tablished

and

characteristic

marks

of some

figures. The Jews are distinguished by long
aquiline noses. Saint Peter is completely bald.
The dress of the Apostle John is green, and
that of Judas Iscariot yellow; and so intimately associated is this circumstance with the
idea of the traitor, that it has brought that
‘colour into universal discredit.
It is probably

from this circumstance (though yellow may
have been

allotted to Judas from some

more

ancient prejudice) that the Inquisition has
adopted it for the Sanbdenito, or coat of infamy,

which

persons

pelled

to wear.

conyicted
The

of heresy are com-

red hair of Judas,

like

Peier’s baldness, seems to be agreed upon by

all the painters and sculptors of Europe. Judas’
hair is a usual name in Spain; anda similar ap- .
oy it should seem, was used in England

in Shakspeare’s time.

“‘ His hair,” says Rosa-

lind, in As you like it, ‘is of thé, diss€mbling
colour ;:” to

which

Celia

thing browner than Judas’s.”

ம்

answers—‘ Some-
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The midnight procession derives consider.
able effect from the stillness of the hour, and

the dress of the attendants on the sacred image.
None are admitted to this religious act but the

members of that fraternity; generally young
men of fashion. They all appear in a black
tunic, with a broad belt so contrived as to give
the idea of a long rope tied tight round the
body; a method of penance commonly prae-

tised in former times. The face is covered with
along black veil, falling from a sugar-loaf cap
three feet high. Thus arrayed, the nominal
penitents advance, with silent and measured
steps, in two lines, dragging a train six feet
Jong, and holding aloft a wax-candle of twelve

pounds, which they rest upon the hip-bone,

holding it obliquely towards the vacant space
between them.
The veils, being of the same
stuff with the cap and tunic, would absolutely

impede the sight but for two small holes through
which the eyes are seen to gleam, adding no

small effect to the dismal appearance of such
strange figures. The pleasure of appearingin
a, disguise, in a country where masquerades
are not tolerated by the Government, is a great
inducement to our young men for subscribing

to this’religjous association.

The disguise, it

is true, does not in the least relax the rules of
strict decorum which the ceremony requires;
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yet the mock penitents think themselves repaid

for the fatigue and trouble of the night by the
fresh impression which they expect to make on
the already won hearts of their mistresses, who,

by preconcerted signals, are enabled to distinguish their loyers, in spite of the yeils and the

uhiformity of the dresses.

It is scarcely forty years since the disgusting
exhibition of people streaming in their own

blood was discontinued by an order of the Goyernment.

These penitents were generally from

among the most debauched and abandoned

of

the lower classes. They appeared in white
linen petticoats, pointed white caps and veils,
and a jacket of the same colour, which exposed

the naked shoulders to view.

Having,

pre-

yious to their joining the procession, been sca‘tified on the back, they beat themselves with a
-¢at-o’-nine-tails, making the blood run down to

the skirts of their garment.

It may he easily

| conceived that religion had no share in these

"voluntary inflictions.

There was a notion afloat

that this act of penance had an excellent effect
on the constitution; and while vanity was eon-*
cerned in the applause which the most bloody
flagellation Obtained

from

the yulgar,, a. still

‘stronger passion looked forward to the irresistible impression it produced on the strapping
belles of the lower ranks.
u2
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GOOD FRIDAY.
The crowds of people who spent the evening

and part of the night of Thursday in visiting
the numerous churehes where the host is வடி

tombed, are still seen, though greatly thinned,

performing this religious ceremony till the beginning of service at nine. This is, perhaps,”
the most impressive of any used by the Churth
of Rome.

altars, which}

The

at

the end

of

yesterday's mass, were publicly and solemnly

stripped of their cloths and rich table-hangings
by the hands of the priest, appear in the same
state of distressed negligence.

No

musical

sound is heard, except the deep-toned voices of
the psalm, or plain chaunt singers.
few preparatory

After a

prayers, and the dramatized

history of the Passion, already described, the”
officiating priest (the archbishop at the cathe
dral) in a plain albe or white tunic, takes upa
wooden cross six or seven feet high, which,
like all other crosses, has for the last two weeks”

of Lent been coyered with a purple yeil, and
standing, towards the people, before the middle
of

the

altar,

gradually

uncovers

the

sacred

emblem, which both the clergy and laity worship upon their knees.

The prelate is then un-

shod by the assistant ministers, and taking the

cross upon his right shoulder, as our Saviour is
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represented by painters on his way to Calvary,
he walks alone from the altar to the entrance of
the presbytery or chancel, and lays his burden

upon two cushions. After this, he moves back

some

steps, and

approaching

the cross

with

tion of a piece of silver into a silver dish.

The

thyee prostrations, kisses it, and drops an obla-

whole chapter, having gone through the same
ccremony, form themselyes in two lines, and

repair to the monument, from whence the offi-

ciating priest conveys the deposited host to

the altar, where he communicates upon it with-

out consecrating any wine.

Here the service

terminates abruptly; all candles and lamps
are extinguished;

and

the

tabernacle, which

throughout the year contains the sacred wafers,
being left open, every object bespeaks the deso|

and widowed state of the church from the
death of the Saviour to his resurrection.

The ceremonies of Good-Friday being short
and performed at an early hour, both the gay

‘and the devout would be at a loss how to spend
the remainder of the day, but for the grotesque
Passion Sermons of the suburbs and neighbour

ing villages, and the more solemn performance

Known by the name of Tres Horas three
hours.

The practice of continuing in meditation from

twelve

to three o'clock of this day—the time
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which our Saviour is supposed to have hung on
the cross—was introduced by the Spanish Je-
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suits, and partakes of the impressive character

which the members of that order had the art
to impart to the religious practices by which"
they cherished the devotional spirit of the
people. The church where the three hours are
kept is generally hung in black, and made im-

pervious to day-light.

A large crucifix is seen

on the high altar, under a black canopy, with
six unbleached wax-candles, which cast a som-

bre glimmering on the rest of the church. ‘The

females
centre

of all ranks occupy,
of the nave,

squatting

as usual,

the

or kneeling on

the matted ground, and adding to the dismal
appearance of the scene by the colour of their
veils and dresses.
Just as the clock strikes twelve, a priest ii

his cloak and cassock ascends the pulpit, and
delivers a preparatory address of his own com>
position. He then reads the printed Medita—

tions on the Seven Words, or Sentences spoken

by Jesus on the cross, allotting to each sucha
portion of time as that, with the interludes of
music which follow each of the readings,

whole thay not exceed three hours.

the

The music

is generally good and appropriate, and, if a
sufficient band can be collected, well repays
to an amateur the inconvenience of a crowded
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where, from the want of seats,

the

male part of the congregation are obliged either
to stand or kneel.

It is, in fact, one of the best

works of Haydn, composed, a short time ago,
for

some

gentlemen

of

Cadiz,

who

shewed

bgth their taste and liberality in thus procuring
this master-piece of harmony for the use of
their country. It has been lately published in
Germany, under the title of the «Sette Pa-

role.”

é

Every part of the performance is so managed
that the clock strikes three about the end of

the meditation, on the words It is finished —The
picture of the expiring Saviour, powerfully

drawn by the original writer of the Tres Horas,
can hardly fail to strike the imagination when

listened to under the influence of such music
and scenery; and when, at the first stroke of

‘the clock, the priest rises from his seat, and,
in a loud and impassioned voice, announces the
consummation of the awful and mysterious sa-

crifice, on whose painful and bloody progress
the mind has been dwelling so Jong, few hearts
ean repel the impression, and still fewer eyes
can conceal it. Tears bathe every cheek, and

sobs heave every female bosom,—Aftgt a part-

ing address from the pulpit, the ceremony con-

cludes with a piece of music, where the powers
of the great composer are magnificently dis-
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played in the imitation of the disorder and
agitation of nature which the Evangelists
relate.
The Passion Sermons for the populace: might
pe taken for a parody of the ’kree Hours.

They:

are generally delivered, in the open air, hy

friars of the Mendicant Orders, in those parts
of the city and suburbs which are chiefly, if
not exclusively, inhabited by the lower classes.
Such gay young men, however, as do not

seruple to relieve the dulness of Good-Friday,
with

a ride, and

feel no danger

of exposing

themselves by any unseasonable laughter, indulge not unfrequently in the frolic of attend~
ing one of the most complete and perfect sermons of this kind, at the neighbouring village
of Castilleja.
A moveable pulpit is placed before the church”
door, from which a

friar, possessed of a stento-

rian voice, delivers an improved history of the
Passion, such as was revealed to Saint Bridget,
a Franciscan nun, who, from the dictation of
the Virgin Mary, has left us a most minute and

circumstantial account of the life and death of
Christ and his mother. This yearly narrative,

however,,would have lost most of its interest

but for the scenic illustrations which keep up

the expectation and riyet the attention of the
audience. _ It was formerly the custom to intra-

|
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a living Saint Peter—a
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character which

belonged by a natural and inalienable right to
the baldest head in the village—who acted the

Apostle’s denial, swearing by Christ, he did not
know the man. This edifying part of the perfoymance is omitted at Castilleja; though a
practised performer crows with.such a shrill

and natural note as must be answered with a
challenge by every cock of spirit in the neigh-

bourhood. The'fourish ofa trumpet announces,

in the sequel,
passed by the
crier delivers
manner it is

the publication of the sentence
Roman governor; and the town
it with legal precision in the
practised in Spain before an

execution. Hardly has the last word been
uttered, when the preacher, in a frantic passion,
gives the crier the lie direct, cursing the tongue

that has uttered such blasphemies.*

He then

inyites an angel to. contradict both Pilate
and the Jews, when, obedient to the orator's

desire, a boy gaudily dressed, and furnished

with a pair of gilt pasteboard wings, appears
at a window, and proclaims the true verdict of
Heaven.

Sometimes,

in

the

course

of? the

preacher’s narrative, an image of the Virgin
Mary is made to meet that of, Christ, on his
* © Calla; maldita lengua,” the

usual

exclamation

which

stops the cricr, has become jocular expression in Andalusia.
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to Calvary,

leave in the street.
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both

taking an

affectionate

The appearance, however,

of the Virgin bearing a handkerchief to collect

a sum for her son’s burial is never omitted,
both because it melts the whole female audi~
ence into tears, and because it produces a good
collection for the convent. Thewholeis closed
by the Descendimiento, or unnailing a crucifix

as large as life from the cross, an operation per-

formed by two friars, who, in the character of
Joseph of Atimathea and Nicodemus, are seen
with ladders and carpenters’ tools letting down

the jointed figure to be placed on a

bier and

carried into the church in the form of a funeral.
J have carefully glided over such parts of this
absurd performance as would shock many an
English reader even in narrative. Yet such is|
the strange mixture of superstition and profane=

ness in the people for whose gratification these

scenes are exhibited, that though any attempt

to expose the indecency of these shows would ”
rouse their zeal ‘* to the knife,” I cannot yen-

ture to translate the jokes and sallies of wit

‘that’ are frequently heard among the Spang
peasantry upon these sacred topics.
“SATURDAY BEFORE

EASTER.

Thave not been able to ascertain the reason
why the Roman Catholics celebrate the resur-
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rection this morning, with an anticipation of

nearly four and twenty hours, and yet continue
the fast till midnight or the beginning of Sunday. This practice is, I believe, of high antiquity.
eThe

service

begins

this

morning

without

either the sound of bells or of musical instru-

ments. The Paschal Cundleis seen by the northside of the altar. But, before I mention the size

of that used at our cathedral, I must protest
against all charges of exaggeration.

It is, in

fact, a pillar of wax, nine yards in height, and

thick in proportion, standing on a regular marble pedestal.

It weighs eighty arrobas, or two

thousand pounds, of twelve ounces.

This can-

dle is cast and painted new every year, the old

one being broken into pieces on the Saturday
preceding Whitsunday, the day when part of
_ it is used for the consecration of the baptismal

| font.

The sacred torch is lighted with the new

| fire, which this morning the priest strikes out
‘ofa flint, and it burns during service till Ascen-

sion day. A chorister in his surplice climbs up

a gilt-iron rod, furnished with steps like a flag”
staff, and having the top railed in, so as to admit of a seat on a level with the qnd of the

candle.

From this crow’s nest, the young man

lights up and trims the wax pillar, drawing off
the melted wax with a large iron ladle.
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High mass begins this day behind the great
veil, which for the two last weeks in Lent

covers the altar. After some preparatory prayers, the priest strikes up the hymna Gloria in
excelsis Deo,

At this moment the veil flies off?

the explosion of fireworks in the upper galleries reverberates in a thousand echoes from

the vaults of the church, and the four-andtwenty large bells of its tower awake, with their
discordant though gladdening sounds, those of
the one hundred and forty-six steeples which
this religious town boasts of. A brisk firing of

musketry, accompanied by the howling of the
innumerable dogs, which,

master,

unclaimed

by any

live and’ multiply in our streets, adds

strength and variety to this universal din. The

firing is directed against several stuffed
figu
not unlike Guy Fawkes of the fifth of Noy
ber, which are seen hanging by the neck on @ |
rope, extended across the least frequented

streets.

It is then that the pious rage of the

people of Seville is vented against the archtrai- |

tor Judas, whom

they annually hang, shoot,

draw and quarter in effigy.

The church service ends in a procession
about the ailes. The priest bears the host in
his hands, visible through glass as a picture
within a medallion. The sudden change from
the gloomy appearance of the church and its
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ministers, to the simple and joyous character of
this procession, the very name of Pasqua Florida, the flowery Passover, and, more than the

name, the flowers themselves, which well-dressed children, mixed with the censer-bearers,
scatter on the ground, crowd the mind and heart
with the ideas, hopes, and feelings of renovated

life, and give to this ceremony, even for those
who disbelieve the personal presence of a Deity
triumphant over death, a character of inex-

pressible tenderness.

MAY CROSS.
The rural custom of electing a May Queen

among the country belles is, I understand,
still practised in some parts of Spain, The
name of Maia, given to the handsomest lass
of the village, who, decorated

with garlands

of flowers,

in which

leads

the

dances

the

young people spend the day, shews how little

that ceremony has varied since the time of the
Romans.

The villagers, in other provinces, de-

clare their love by planting, during the preced-

ingnight, a large bough or a sapling, decked with,
flowers, before the doors of their sweethearts.
As most of our ancient church festivals were

contrived as substitutes for thé Pagan rites,
which the Christian priesthood could not other-

wise eradicate, we still have some remnants of
the sanctified May-pole in the little crosses,
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which the children ornament with flowers, and

place upon tables, holding as many

lighted

tapers as, from the contributions of their friends,
they can afford to buy~

Thave heard that the children at Cambridge

dress up a figure called the May-lady, and setting it upon a table beg money of the passtngers. The difference between this and the
analogous Spanish custom arose, in all propability, from the respective prevalence in either
country of the May-pole, or the Maia. A figure
of the Virgin, which

the Reformation has re-

duced to a nameless as well as shapeless puppet, took place of the latter, while the cross was

employed to banish the former,

I am inclined

to believe that the Mluminated grottos of oyster-shells, for which the London children beg
about the streets, are the representatives of
some Catholic emblem, which had its day as
a substitute for a more

classical idol.

T was

struck in London with the similarity of the |

plea which the children of both countries urge"
in order to obtain a halfpenny. The “it is but
-onge a year, sir!” often reminded me of the

La Cruz de Mayo
que no come ni bebe
en todo el aio.

The Cross of May
Remember pray,

‘Which fasts a year and feasts a day.
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CORPUS CHRISTI.
This is the only day in the year when the

consecrated Host is exposed about the streets

to the gaze of the adoring multitude. The tri‘umphal character ofthe procession which issues

fofth from the principal church of every town

of note in the kingdom, and a certain dash of
bitter and threatening zeal which still lies disguised under the ardent and boundless deyotion displayed on this festival, shew but too

clearly the spirit of defiance which suggested it
in the heat of the ‘controversies upon
presence. It is within my memory
taste for dignity and decorum which
tropolitan Church has ever evinced in

the
that
this
the

real
the
Meper-

formance of religious worship, put an end to
the boisterous and unbecoming appendages
which an inveterate custom
this pageant.

had annexed to

_At a short distance in front of the procession

appeared a group of seven gigantic figures, male
and female, whose dresses, contrived by the

most skilful tailors and milliners of the town,
regulated the fashion at Seville for the ensuing
season. A strong man being concealed under

each of the giants and giantessc§, they amused

the gaping multitude, at certain intervals, with
a yery clumsy dance performed to the sound
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of the pipe and tabor, Next to the Brobdig-

nag dancers, and taking precedence of all,
there followed, on a moyeable stage, the figure
of a Hydra encircling a castle, from which, to

the great delight of all the children at Seville,

‘a puppet not unlike Punch, dressed up in a

scarlet jacket trimmed with morrice-bells,
used often to start up, and having performed a
Jcind of wild dance, vanished again from

yiew

into the body of the monsters The whole of
this compound figure bore thename of Tarasea,
a word

of which

I do not know

either

the

meaning or derivation. That these figures were

allegorical no one can doubt who has any
knowledge of the pageants of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries.

It would be dif-

ficult, however, without the help of an obscure tradition, to guess that the giants in

periwigs and swords, and their fair partners

in caps and petticoats, were emblems of the
seven deadly sins. The Hydra, it should seem,

represented

Schism,

Heresy, guarding

where

Folly,

the

symbolized

castle of

by the

strange figure in scarlet, displayed her supreme
This band of monsters was supcommand.

posed to be flying in confusion before the

triumphint sacrament.

Mixed with the body of the procession there
appeared three sets of dancers; the Valencianos,
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எண vel Otitue lan eiomiggevalencisewhowin
their

national

costume

of loose

waistcoats,

puffed

linen

sleeves,

bound at the wrists

and

elbows

with

ribbons

of various

and

colours,

broad white trowsers reaching only to the
knees, performed a lively dance, mingling their
steps with feats of surprising agility ; after

these followed the sword-dancers in the old
mattial fashion of the country; and last of all,

the performers of an antiquated Spanish dance

—T believe the Chacona, dressed in the national

garb of the sixteenth century.

A dance of the last-mentioned description,
and in a similar costume, is still performed be~
fore

the

high

altar

in

the presence

of the

ebapter, at the conclusion of the service on

this day and the following se’might.

The

dancers are boys of between ten and fourteen,
who, under the name of Seizes*, are maintained

‘at the college which the Cathedral supports for
the education of the acolytes, or inferior minis-

ters. These boys, accompanied by a full orchestra, sing a lyric composition in Spanish,

which, like the Greek choruses, consists of two ,

‘or three systems of metres, to which the dancers move solemnly, going through a variety

rr
+ This hame is, as far as I know, peculiat to Seville. The
similarity of its sound and that of sizars used at Cambridge,
seems to denote a common origin in the two words.
x
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of figures, in their natural step, till, ranged at

|

the conclusion of the song, in two lines facing
each other as at the outset, they end with a

gentle capriole, rattling the eastanets, which
hitherto lay silent and concealed, in their hands,
‘That this grotesque performance should be al“owed to continue, is, I believe, owing to the
pride which this chapter take in the privilege,
granted by the Pope to the dancers, of wearing
their hats within view of the eonsecrated host

—a liberty which the King himself cannot take,
no
and which, if I am not misled by report,
of
one besides can boast of, except the Dukes

‘Altamira, who, upon certain occasions, clap on
their hat, at the elevation of the host, and
draw the sword, as if shewing their readiness

to give a conclusiye answer to any argument )

against transubstantiation.
The Corpus Christi procession begins to

ea
move |

out of the cathedral exactly at nine in the
It consists in the first place of
morning.
forty communities of friars who have conven

in this town.

‘They follow one another in two |

. lines, according to the established order of precedence.

The strangeness and variety of their

dresses, no less than their collective numbers,

would greatly strike any one but a Spaniard,
to whom such objects are perfectly familiar.—
Next appears the long train of relics belonging
tothe Cathedral, placed each by

itself on a small
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by one or more men concealed

under the rich drapery which hangs on its sides

to the ground.

Vases of gold and silver, of

different shapes and sizes, contain the various

portions of the inestimable

treasure whereof

thg following is an aceurate catalogue :
A tooth of Saint Christopher,
An agate cup used at Mass by Pope Saint Clement,
the immediate suceessor of Saint Peter.
An arm of Saint Bartholomew.

A head of one of eleven thousand virgins,
Part of Saint Peter’s body.

Ditto of Saint Lawrence.
Ditto of Saint Blaise.
‘The bones of the Saints Servandus and Germanus.
Ditto of Saint Florentius.

‘The Alphonsine tables, left to the Cathedral by King

Alphonso the Wise, containing three hundred relics.
‘A silver bust of Saint Leander, with his bones.
‘A thorn from our Sayiour’s crown.

‘A fragment of the true Cross.

ist of all appears the body of prebendaries
‘and canons, attended by their inferior ministers.
Such, however, is the length of the procession,

and the slow and solemn ,pace at which it pro-”
ceeds, that, without a break in the lines, it
takes a whole hour to leave the.chugch.
The

Streets, besides being hung up with more taste
than for the procession

of the Passion Week,

are shaded all the way with a thick awning, and
x2
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the pavement is strewed with rushes. An article of the military code of Spain obliges whatever troops are quartered in a town where this
procession takes place to follow it under arms)
and if sufficient in number, to line the streets
through which it is to pass.
Under all these circumstances, the first ng
pearance ofthe host in the streets is exceedingly

imposing.

Encircled by jewels of the greatest

brillianey, surrounded by lighted tapers and enthroned on the massive, yet elegant temple of
silver, already mentioned when describing the
“Monument,* no sooner has it moved to the door
of the church than the bells announce its presence with a deafening sound, the bands of mi-

litary music mix their animating notes with the
|
solemn hymns of the singers, clouds of ine
rise before the moving shrine, and the

thrilled by the loud yoice of command, and:the

clash of the arms which the kneeling soldi
strike down to the ground. Wher the
cealed bearers of the shrine} present it at
_ top of the long street where the route com-

mences, the multitudes which crowd both the
pavement and windows, fall prostrate in profound aeration, without venturing to rise up till

the object of their awe is out of sight.

* See page 286.

Flowers

+ See Letter II. p. 39.
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are often scattered from the windows, and the
most beautiful nosegays adorn the platform of
the moveable stage.
Close behind the host follows the archbishop,

surrounded by his ecclesiastical retinue.

One

of,his chaplains carries a large double cross

of silver, indicative of metropolitan dignity.

The train of the purple mantle is supported by

another clergyman.

These, like the rest of the

prelate’s attendants and pages, are young men

of family, who disdain not this kind of service
in the expectation of high church preferment.

But what gives all this state the most unexpected finish is an inferior minister in his surplice

bearing a circular fan of richly embroidered silk
about two feet in diameter, and attached to a

| “silver rod six feet in length. At a convenient
|| ‘distance from the archbishop this fan is con-

| stantly waved, whenever, during the summer
| months, he attends the cathedral service, thus

ving him from the oppressive effects of his
‘robes under the burning sun of Andalusia.
This custom is, T believe, peculiar to Seville.
SAINT JOUN'S

EVE.

Feelings far removed from those ofdevotion

prevail in the celebration of the Baptist’s festiyal.

Whether it is the inviting temperature of

a midsummer night, or some ancient custom

310°,
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connected with the present evening, “ Saint
John,” says the Spanish proverb, “ sets every

girl a gadding.” The public walks are crowded

after sunset, and the exclusive amusement of
this night, flirtation, or in the Andalusian phrase

pelar ta Pava, (plucking the hen-turkey) begins

as soon as the star-light of a summer sky, unbroken by the partial glare of lamps, enables
the different groups to mix with a liberty approaching that enjoyed in a masquerade. No.
thing in this kind of amusement possesses more
zest than the chat through the iron bars of the
lower windows, which begins about midnight.

Young ladies, who can compose their mamas to
sleep ata convenient hour, glide unperceived

to the lower part of the house, and sitting on
the window-sill, behind the lattice-work, which —

is used in this country instead of blinds, wait,
in the true spirit of adventure, (if not pre-en-

gaged to a dull, common-place matrimonial”
prelude,) for the chance sparks, who, mostly in
disguise, walk the streets from twelve till dawn.
Such, however,

as the mere

love of mirth in-

“duces to pass the night at the windows, gene-

rally engage another female companion, a sister,
a friendy and often a favourite maid, to take a
share in the conversation, and by a change of |
characters to puzzle their out-of-doors visitors.

These, too, when not seriously éngaged,. walk
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about in parties, each assuming such a character as they consider

themselves most

able to

support. One pretends to be a farmer just arriyed from the country, another a poor mechanie, this a foreigner speaking’
broken Spanish,
that a Gallego, making loye in the less intelligible dialect of his province. The gentlemen
must

come

provided with no less a stock of

sweetmeats (which

from the circumstance of

being folded each separately in ax piece of

paper are called Papelillos) than of lively small

talk and wit.
A deficiency in the latter is unpardonable; so that a dore, or Mujadero*, if not

ready to quit the post when bidden, is soon left
to contemplate the out-side of the windowshutters.
The habitual distance at which the

Tower classes are kept from those above them,
“erent any disagreeable meddling on their
| part; and the ladies who indulge in these fro-

lies,

feel perfectly safe from intrusion and.im-

tinence.
ட sauntering about the fields, practised by
the populace of Madrid on the same night, is
there called “ Cogér la Verbena,” gathering Ver-*
vain ; an appellation evidently derived from an
ancient superstition which attributed | preterna-

poral

powers to that plant when gathered at

* A word derived from the verb Majar, to beat ina mortar.
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twelve o'clock on St. John’s Eye.

The noc-

turnal rambles of the present times,

much

as

they might alarm the guardians of public mo-

rals, if such an oe: existed among us, need
not give any uneasiness on the score of witch~

craft to the Reyerend Inquisitors.
SAINT

BARTHOLOMEW.

‘The commemoration of this Apostle takes
place on the 24th of August. Tt is not, however, to record any external circumstance con—
nected with this church festival—which, in
fact, is scarcely distinguished by any peciliar

solemnity—that I take notice of it, but for a
private superstitious practice which strikes me _

as a most curious modification of one used by
the pious housewives in the days
Intermittent fevers, especially
and Quartan, are’ very common
of Andalusia. The season when
attack the inhabitants is summer;

of Augustus.
the Tertian
in most parts
they chiefly
and whet

the unbounded use, which all sorts of people,

but particularly the poor, make of grapes and

“melons, contributes to the production of the
disease, or whether the mere coincidence of
the two factsis, as usual, taken for cause and

effect, it is ah established opinion in this parti
of the country that, if fruit is not the original

source of the ague, an abstinence from that

~
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kind of food is indispensable to avoid a relapse

into that treacherous complaint.
That

there»should

be

a particular

Saint,

to superintend the medical department of
veuring the ague, is so perfectly consistent
with

the Catholic

notions,

that

a deficiency

on that point would more surprise me than

to find a toe exempt from the influence of

some heavenly
which was one
* That province,
Bartholomew.
inducement for

aspect in the Vow Stellarum,
of my wonders in England.
in fact, is allotted to Saint
Now, nine-pence is a sufficient
any of our sons of Esculapius

to mount his mule as well as his wig,

and dose

you with the most compound electuary he is
master of; but how to fee a supernatural doc-

tor would be a puzzling question, were it not
| that tradition teaches the method of propitiat-

| ing every individual mentioned in the calendar.

| Bach Saint has a peculiar fancy—from Saint

“Anthony of Padua, who will often delay the

* performance

of a miracle

till you plunge

him

into a well, or nail his print topsy-turvy upon

the wall,

to Saint Pasgual Baylon, who-is

readiest to attend

such

as accompany

their

petitions with some lively steps grd a final
f caper. As to Saint Bartholomew, nothing will
induce him to cure an ague but a vow to abs-

tain, on the day of his festival, from all food
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to excite surprise; nor isit any similarity in

the externals of the two practices I have just

compared that.constitutes their analogy. My
mind is struck alone by the unchangeable spirit

-of superstition, which, attributing in all ages

and nations, our own passions and feelings to
supernatural beings, endeavours to obtain their

favour by flattering their vanity.

ancient Roman

and modern

Both the

Spanish

vow for

the cure of the’ague, seem to set at defiance

the supposed and most probable causes of the
disease, from which the devotees seek deliver-

ance, as if to secure to the patron deities the
undoubted and full honour of the miracle.

DETACHED

PREJUDICES

AND PRACTICES.

Haying mentioned the superstitious method
used in this country for the cure of the ague,
1 wish

to introduce

a short account of some

| popular prejudices more or less connected with
the prevalent religious notions. I shall probably add a few facts under

this head,

better reason than that

not know

I do

for no
how

to”

class them under any other.
There is an allusion in Hudibras tosan antiuated piece of gallantry which’I believe may
be illustrated by a religious custom to which I

816
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was sometimes subjected in my childhood.
The passage runs thus:
TI carve your name on barks of trees
With true love-knots and flourishes,
Anil Drink every letter on°t in stim,
And make it brisk Champaigne become”.

ள்

‘The latter compliment is paid by sick persons

to the Virgin Mary, in the hopes of recovering
An image
health through her intercession.
parish
‘principal
is worshipped at one of the
of the
title
the
churches in this town, under
Virgin of Health.

The charm of this denomi-

nation draws numbers to the sanctuary, which,
peing in the centre of the wealthiest population, derives considerable splendour from their
offerings. _In exchange for these they often receive a sheet of printed paper containing at re-

gular intervals the words Salus infirmorum, in a

yery small type.

In case of illness, one of the

lines is cut off, and, being coiled into a small

roll, the patient swallows it in a glass of water.
The room where a person lies dangerously
ill, generally contains more relics and amulets
«thar the chimney-piece of an invalid, under the

care of a London apothecary, holds phials of
all shapes and sizes. The friends of a lady

near her confinement, vie with each other ings
procuring her eyery kind of supernatural assist-

* Hudibras, Part II, Canto 1.
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ance for the trying hour; when, strange to say,

she is often dressed in the episcopal robes of
some saint, which are supposed to act most effectually when in contact with the body of the
distressed petitioner.
But whatever patrons
thg ladies may choose to implore in those circumstances, there are two whose assistance, by

means of relics, pictures, or the apparel of their
images, is never dispensed with. The names
of these invisible accoucheurs
mundus Nonnatus, and Saint

are Saint RayVincent Ferrer.

That the former should be considered as peculiarly interested in such cases, having, as his
addition implies, been extracted from the womb

of his dead mother, is perfectly clear and natural.

But Verrer’s sympathy requires a slight

explanation.
That saint—a native of Valencia, and a monk

of the order of Saint Dominic, possessed the
gift of miracles in such a degree, that he performed them almost unconsciously, and not un-

frequently in a sort of frolic.

Being applied

to, on a certain occasion, by a young married

lady, whom the idea of approaching materiity ”
kept in a state of constant terror, the good-natured Saint desired her to dismiss hey fears, as

‘was determined to take upon ‘himself what-

ever inconvenience or trouble there might be in
the case.

Some weeks had clapsed, when the
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good Monk, who had forgotten his engagement,

was heard in the dead) of night roaring and
screaming in a manner so unusual, and so little
becoming a professional Saint, that he drew the
whole community to his cell,

Nothing,

for a

time, could relieve the mysterious sufferings,
and though he passed the rest of the night as
well as could be expected,

the fear of a relapse

would have kept his afilicted brethren in painful suspense, had not the grateful husband of
the timid lady who. was the cause of the uproar, taken an early opportunity to return thanks
for the unconscious delivery of his consort. Saint
Vincent, though according to tradition, perfeetly unwilling to stand a second time proxy
for nervous ladies, is, from a very natural sympathy, constantly in readiness to act as the male

Lucina of the Spanish matrons.
FUNERALS

OF INFANTS

|
AND

MALDS.

From the birth to the death of a child the
passage is often so easy that I shall make it
an apology for the abruptness of the present
transition.
The moral aceountableness of a |
human being, as I have observed before, does
not, ateerditig to Catholic diyines, begin

the seventh year; consequently, such as ரி
without attaining that age, are, by the effect
their baptism, indubitably entitled toa place in
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heaven. The death of an infant is therefore a
matter of rejoicing to all but those in whose
bosoms nature speaks too loud to be controlled

by argument.

“'The/friends who call upon the

-parents, contribute to aggravate their bitterness
by wishing them joy for having increased the

number of angels. ‘The usual address on these
occasions is Anyelitos al Cielo! Little Angels to
Heayen—an unfeeling compliment, which never

fails to draw a fresh gush of tears from the eyes
ofa mother.

Every circumstance of the fune-

ral is meant to force joy upon the mourners.
The child, dressed in white garments, and

crowned with a wreath of flowers, is followed

by the officiating priest in silk robes of the
same colour; and the clergymen who attend
him to the house from whence the funeral pro-

| ceeds to the church, sing in joyful strains the

psalm Zaudate, pueri, Dominum, while the bells
are heard ringing a lively peal. The coffin,
without a lid, exposes to the view the little
corpse covered with flowers, as four welldressed

children

bear

it, amidst

the lighted

tapers of the clergy. No black dress, no signs
of mourning whatever are seen even among the
nearest relatives;

the

service

at chusch

be-

‘Qipeaks triumph, and the organ nrixes its enli=

sounds

with the hymns, which thank.

death for snatchinga tender soul, when, through
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for some time acquainted with a favourite of

the Prince of the Peace, who, being like my *
friend addicted to music, had often asked us to
his amateur

parties.

On

the second

of last

*Noyember we were surprised by a letter from
that gentleman, requesting my friend to proceed

to the Escurial without delay, on business of
great importance.

As we walked to the Puerta

Caleza,

of the

del Sol, to procure a one-horse chaise, called
the news

Prince’s

arrest

was

whispered to us by an acquaintance whom
we met at that winter resort of all the Madrid loungers.
We consulted for a few minutes on the expediency of venturing near the
Lion’s den, when his Majesty was so perfectly

out of all temper; but curiosity and a certain

love of adventure preyailed, and we set off ata
round trot for the Escurial.
The yillage adjacent to the building bearing
that name is one of the meanest in that part of
Castille. Houses for the accommodation of the
King’s suite have been erected at a short dis-

tance from the monastic

palace, which

the

royal family divide with the nunierous con?mu-

nity of Hieronymites, to whom Philip II. assigned ohne wing of that magnificent structure.
But such as, following the Court on business,
are obliged to take lodgings in the neighbourhood, must be contented with the most wretched

மெல்...

hoyels.
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In one of these we found our friend,

“ Colonel A., who, though military tutor to the
youngest of the King’s sons, might well have

exchanged his rooms and furniture for such as
are found in England at the most miserable’
pot-house on the side of the road. My ina
macy with Leandro was accepted as an excuse
for my intrusion, and we were each accommo-

dated with a truckle-bed, quickly set up at the
two opposite corners of the Colonel's sitting~

room. The object of the summons which had
occasioned our journey, was not long kept a
secret. The clergyman who superintended the
classical studies

of the Infante Don Francisco

de Paula was suspected of having assisted the
Prince of Asturias in the secret application to
Bonaparte, which had produced the present
breach in the royal family.
Should the proofs
of his innocence, which the tutor had presented.
to the King and Queen, fail to re-establish him:

in their good opinion, my friend would be proposed as a successor, and enter without«delay
upon the duties of the office. The whole busines¢ was to be decided in the course of the
next day. The present being the Commemo=

ration of the Departed, or All-Souls’ Day, we

wished to visit the church during the evening
service.

On

takingleave

of

the Colonel,

he

cautioned us not to approach that part of the

994.
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its massive and lofty walls, the King’s palace,
the monastery, with a magnificent church, and
the Pantheon, or subterranean vault of beautiful

marble, surrounded with splendid sareophagis
for the remains of the Spanish Kings and their
families, . It stands near the top of a rugged
mountain,

in the chain

which

separates

Old

from New Castille, and by the side of an enormous mass of rock, which supplied the architect
with materials.

It was the facility of quarrying

the stone where it was to be employed, that

made the gloomy tyrant, Philip IL, mark out

this wild spot in preference to others equally
sequestered and less exposed to the fury of the
winds,

which

lence.

To have an adequate shelter from the

blow here

with incredible

vio-

blast, an ample passage, well aired and lighted,
was contrived by the architect from the palace
to the village.
The sullen aspect of the building, the bleak
and rude mountain top near which it stands

more in rivalry than contrast, the wild and extensive glen opening below, covered with woods.

of rugged, shapeless, stunted ilex, surrounded.
by brushwood, the solitude and silence whieh
the evening: twilight bestowed on the whole
scenery, increased to the fancy by the shy and
retiring manners of a scanty population, trained
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under the alternate awe of the Court, and
their own immediate lords, the monks,—all this,

heightened by the breathless expectation which
the imprisonment of the heir apparent had
greated, and the cautious looks of the few attepdants who had followed the royal family on
this occasion, impressed us with a vague feeling of insecurity, which it would be difficult to

express or analyze. No one except ourselves
and the monks, perambulating the ailes with

lighted tapers in their hands, in order to chant

dirges to the memory of the founder and benefactors, was to be seen within the precincts of
the temple. The vaults re-echoed our very
steps, when the chorus of deep voices had
yielded to the trembling accents of the old
priest who presided’ at the ceremony.
To
skulk in the dark might have excited suspicion,

and to come within the glare of the monks’
tapers was the sure means of raising their unpounded curiosity. We soon therefore glided
into {he cloisters next the church.

But, not

peing well acquainted with the locality of the
immense and intricate labyrinth which the mo-,
nastery presents to a stranger, the fear of getting upon forbidden ground, or of being locked
up for the night, induced us tp,zetire to our
lodgings.

With the approbation of our host, we ven-

»
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tion of promoting the unhappy divisions of the
royal family. Something was rumoured at Madrid of a dismemberment of Portugal intended

by Bonaparte, in consequence of which Godoy
was to obtain an independent sovereignty:

This report, originally whispered about by the
friends of the latter, was completely hushed
up in a few days; while, instead of the buoy-

ancy of spirits which the prospect of a crown
was likely to produce in the favourite, care
and anxiety were observed to lurk in all his
He continued, however,
words and motions.
holding his weekly levees; and as the French

troops were pouring into the Spanish territory,
he endeavoured to conceal his alarm by an air
of directing their movements.

When, however,

the French had taken almost violent possession’
of some of our fortresses, and were seen adyancing

to Madrid with Murat

at their head,

there was no farther room for dissimulation,
Though I had no object at Godoy’s levees but
the amusement of seeing a splendid assembly,

open to every male or female who appeared in
a decent dress, that idle curiosity happened to
take me to the last he held at Madrid. He
appeare@, as usual, at the farthest end ofa
long saloon br.gallery, surrounded by a numerous suite of officers, and advanced slowly

between the company, who had made a way
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spreading report that many were awaiting their

fate at the Retiro, so strongly and painfully
raised the apprehensions of the people, that the
»streets were absolutely deserted long before
the approach of night. Every street-door was
locked, and a mournful silence prevailed wher-

eyer I directed my steps.

Full of the most

gloomy ideas, I was approaching my lodgings.
by a place called Postigo de San Martin, when
T saw four Spanish soldiers bearing a man upon

a ladder, the ends of which they supported on
their shoulders.

As they passed near me, the

ladder being inclined forward, from the steepness
of the street, ‘I recognized the features of my
townsman and acquaintance, Daoiz,

livid with

approaching death. He had lain wounded since
ten in the morning, in the place where he
fell. He was not quite insensible when I met

him.

The slight motion of his body, and the

groan he uttered as the inequality of the ground,
probably, increased his pain, will never be
effaced from my memory.
A night passed under such impressions,
bafiles my feeble powers of description. A

scene of cruelty and treachery exceeding all

limits of probability had left our apprehensions
to range at large, with scarcely any check from
the calculations of judgment.
இர

The dead silence
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of the streets since the first approach of night,

only broken by the trampling of horses which
now and then were heard passing along in large
parties, had something exceedingly dismal ina
populous town, where we were accustomed to,
an incessant and enlivening bustle. The Ma-

drid cries, the loudest and most varied in Spain,

were missed early next morning; and it was
ten o'clock before a single street-door had been
open. Nothing but absolute necessity could
induce the people to venture out.
On the third day after the massacre, a note
from an intimate friend obliged me to cross the

greatest part of the town; but though my way

lay through the principal streets of Madrid, the

number of Spaniards I met did not literally

amount to six. In every street and square of
any note I found a strong guard of French in= |
fantry, lying beside their arms on the pavement, except the sentinel who paced up and
down at a short distance. A feeling of mor
fied pride mixed itself with the sense ¢f inse-

curity which I experienced on my approaching

thése parties of foreign soldiers, whose presence ~
had made a desert of our capital. Gliding by

the opposite side of the street, I passed them

without liffimg my eyes from the ground.

Once

T looked straight in the face of an inferior officer—a serjeant| believe, wearing the cross of

ட
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blind fury of the people under them. But no
description of mine ean give so clear a view of
the state of the country, as the simple narra-

tive of the popular rising at Almaréz, the little
town

which

gives its name

to a well-known

bridge on the Tagus, as it was delivered to us

by the Alcalde, a rich farmer of that place.

The people of his district, upon hearing the
accounts from Madrid, and the insurrections of
the chief towns of their province, flocked, on
a certain day, before the Alcalde’s house, armed

with whatever weapons they had been able to
collect, including sickles, pickaxes, and similar

implements of husbandry.

Most happily for

the worthy magistrate the insurgents

had

no

complaint against him; and on the approach
of the rustic mob he confidently came out to
meet them. Having with no small difficulty

obtained a hearing, the Alcalde desired to be
informed of their designs and wishes. The an‘swer appears to me unparalleled in the history
ks af meébs. “ We wish, Sir, to kill somebody,”
eu the spokesman of the insurgents. “Some

ee has been killed at Truxillo; one or*two
thers

at Badajoz,

another

at

Merida,

and

we will not be behind our neighbours. Sir,
we will kill a traitor.” As this’ commodity
could not be procured in the village, it was

fortunate for us that we did not make our ap-

ப்ப
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pearance at a time when the good people of
Almaraz might have made us a substitute on
whom to display their loyalty. The fact, however, of their having no animosities to indulge

under the mask of patriotism, is a creditable ,

circumstance in their character.

A meeting

which we had, soon after leaving the village,
with an armed party of these patriots, confirmed

our opinion that they were among the least
savage of their province.

The bridge of Almaraz stands at.the distance

of between three and four miles from the village.
It was built in the time of Charles the
Fifth, by the town of Plasencia; but it would

not have disgraced an ancient Roman architect.
The Tagus, carrying, even at this season, a prodigious quantity of water, passes under the
greater of the two arches, which support the

bridge.

Though the height and span of these

arches give to the whole

an air of boldness

which borders upon grandeur, the want of |

symmetry in their size and shape, and the nar
row, though yery deep, channel to which ie
rocky banks confine the river, abate considera-

bly the effect it might have been made to produce. Yet there is something impressive ina

|

bold work ofayt standing single in a wild tract

of country, where neither great towns, nor a
numerous and well distributed population, |
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had been stationed on that spot to examine

eyery cart and waggon, and stop all suspicious
persons.
Had these people been less goodnatured and civil, we could not have escaped
being sent, in that dangerous character, to

some of the Juntas which had been established

in Spain.

But being told by my friend that

he was a clergyman, and hearing us curse the
French ina true patriotic style, they wished us
a happy journey, and allowed us to proceed
unmolested.

-

We expected to arrive at Merida on a
Saturday evening, and to haye left it early

on Sunday after the first mass, which, for
the benefit of travellers

and labourers, is per-

formed
of our
obliged
spend

before dawn. But the axletree of one
waggons breaking down, we were
to sleep that night at a Venta, and to’
the next day in the above-mentioned

city.

The remarkable ruins which still shew

the ancient splendour of the Roman Emerita
Augusta would, in more tranquil times, havi

afforded us a pleasant walk round the town, and

mare than repaid us for the delay.

11

however, induced us to confine ourselves to”
the inn, where we expected, by the repose of |
one ae tg recruit our strength for the rest of
the journey.” Having taken a luncheon, we

had retired to our beds for a long siesta, when
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the noise of a mob rushing down the street,
and gathering in front of the inn drew us,
nearly undressed,

FROM

to the window.

As far as

the eye could reach, nothing was to be seen but

+a compact crowd of peasants, most of them
vith clasp knives in their hands.

At the sight

of tis, such as were near began to brandish

their weapons, threatening they would make

mince-meat of every Frenchman in the inn.

Unable to comprehend the cause of this tumult,

and

fearing

the consequences

of the

blind fury which prevailed in the country, we

hurried on our clothes and ran down to the
front hall of the inn. There we found twelve
dragoons standing in two lines on the inside of

the gate, holding their carbines ready to fire,
as the officer who

commanded

them warned

the people that were blockading the gate they
should do upon the first who ventured into the
house.

The

innkeeper walked up and down

the empty hall, bewailing the fate of his house,
which he assured us would soon be set on fire

by the mob. We now gathered from him the
| “cause of this turmoil and confusion. A young ”
| Frenchman

had

been taken on the road to

| Portugal, with letters to Junot, and» on this

ground was forwarded under am eScort of sol-

diers to the Captain-general of the Province

at Bad joz.

The crowd in the street consisted
2¥r2
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௦1 about two thousand peasants, who, having
volunteered their services, were under training
490
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at the expense of the city.

The poor prisoner

had been imprudently brought into the town

when the recruits were in the principal square«
indulging in the idleness of a Sunday. Op
hearing that he was a Frenchman, they dréw

their knives and would have cut him'to pieces
but for the haste which the soldiers made with

him towards the inn.

6

The crowd, by this time, was so fierce and

vociferous, that we could not doubt they would

break in without delay. My companion, being
fully aware of our dangerous position, urged
me to follow him to the gate, in order to obtain a hearing, while the people still hesitated
to make their way between the two lines of soldiers. We approached the impenetrable mass;
but, before coming within reach of the knives,
my friend called loudly to the foremost to abstain from doing us any injury; for though
without any marks of his profession aboug him,
he was a priest, who, with a brother, (pointing |

“to nfe,) had made his escape from Madrid 10

join his countrymen. T verily believe, that as
fear is said sometimes to lend wings, it did on
this occasidn sprompt my dear friend with
words; for a more fluent and animated speech
than his has seldom been delivered in Spanish:
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The effects of this unusual eloquence were soon
visible among those of the rioters that stood”
nearest; and one of the ringleaders assuréd the

orator, that no harm was meant against us.

,On our requesting to leave the house, we were

sllowed to proceed into the great square.
“My friend there inquired the name of the

Bishop's substitute, or Vicar General, and, with

an*agréeable surprise, we learnt that it was

Sefior Valenzuela.

We instantly recognized

one of our fellow students

at the University of

Seville. He had been elected a Member of
the Revolutionary Junta of Merida, and though
not more

confident

over

of his influence

the

populace than the rest of his colleagues, whom
the present mob had reduced to a state of visible consternation, he instantly offered us his

house as an asylum for the night, and engaged
to obtain for us a passport for the remainder of
the journey. In the mean time, the military
commander of the place, attended

the magistrates, had promised
throw the young Frenchman into
he had acted a few nights before
Jutant, against whom these very

by some of

the crowd to
a dungeon; as
by his own ad- »
same recruits

had risen on the parade, with so murderous

a

spirit, that though protected by a few regulars,

they wounded him severely, and would have
taken

his life

but for the

interference

of the
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- Vicar, who, bearing the consecrated host in his
‘hands, placed the officer under the protection of
that powerful charm. The Frenchman was, accordingly, conducted to prison: butneither the
soldiers nor the magistrates, who surrounded,

him, could fully protect him from the savage
fierceness of the peasants, who crowding upén
him, as half dead with terror he was slowly

dragged to the town gaol, stuck the points ‘of
their knives

into several

parts of his

Whether he finally was sacrificed to the

popular

fury, or, by some happy chance, escaped with
life, I have not been able to learn.

Though not far from our journey’s end, we
were by no means relieved from our fears and
misgivings.
Often were we surrounded by
bands of reapers, who, armed with their sickles,
made us go through the ordeal of a minute in-

terrogatory. But what cast the thickest gloom
on our minds was the detailed account we receiyed from an Alcalde of the eyents which had
taken place at Seville.

A revolution, however

laudable its object, is seldom without some
features which nothing but distance of time or

place can soften into tolerable regularity. We
were too,well acquainted with the inefficiency
of most of the men who had suddenly been
raised into power, not to feel a strong reluctance to place ourselves under their govern-
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‘The only’man of talents _

of Seville was Saavedra,

the ex- >

minister.* Dull ignorance, mixed with a small
portion of inactive honesty, was the general
, ocharacter of that body. But a man of blood
had found a place in it, and we could not but
fedr the repetition of the horrid scene with
which he opened the revolution that was to

give him a share in the supreme government of

the provinee.
The Count Tilly, a titled Andalusian gentleman, of some talents, unbounded ambition, and

no principle, had, on the first appearance of a
general disposition to resist the French, employed himself in the organization of the intended revolt. His principal agents were men
of low rank,

highly endowed with the charac-

teristic shrewdness, quickness, and loquacity
of that class of Andalusians, and thereby admi-

tably fitted to appear at the head of the popu-

lace,

Tilly, however, either from the maxim

that a successful revolution must be cemented
with blood—a notion which the French Jacobins have too widely spread among ussor, ,

what is more probable, from private motives of
revenge,

had made the death of the Count del

Aguila an essential part of his plan.
* See Letter X.
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‘That unforttmate man was a member of the

» town corporation of Seville, and as such he
joined the established authorities in their en-

deayours to stop the popular ferment.

But no

sooner had the insurrection broken out, than,
both he and his colleagues made the most ah:

solute surrender of themselves and their power

This, however,
into the hands of the people.
was not enough to save the victim whom Tilly

had doomed to fall. One of the inferior leaders
of the populace, one Luque, an usher atva
grammar-school, had engaged, to ‘procure the
death

of the Count

del Aguila.

Assisted by

his armed associates, he dragged the unhappy

man to the prison-room for noblemen, or Hidalgos, which stands over one of the gates of
the town,

and,

deaf to his intreaties,

assassin had him shot on the spot.
bound to the arm-chair in which

the vile

The corpse,
the Count

expired, was exposed for that and the next day
to the public. The ruffian who performed the
atrocious deed, was instantly raised tp the
rank of lieutenant in the army. Tilly himself

«is one of the Junta; and so selfish and narrow
are the views which prevail in that body,

that,

ifthe congentration of the now disjointed power
of the provixces should happen, the members,
it is said, will rid themselves of his presence,

by sending a man they fear and detest, to
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take a share in the supreme authority of the

kingdom.*
The effects of revolutionary success on a
people at large; like those of slight intoxication
| pn the individual, call forth every good and bad
quality in a state of exaggeration. To an acute
but indifferent observer, Seville, as we found it
on our return, would have been a most interesting study. He could not but admire the

patriotic energy of the inhabitants, their unbounded deyotion to the cause of their country,

and the wonderful effort by which, in spite of
their passive habits of submission, they had
ventured

to dare

both the authority

of their

French.

He must, however, have looked with

rulers, and the approaching bayonets of the
pity on the multiplied instances of ignorance

and superstition which the extraordinary cir-

‘cumstances of the country had produced.

To my friend and companion, whose anticatholic prejudices are the main source of his
mental sufferings, the religious character which
the revolution has assumed, is like a dense mist
concealing or disfiguring every object which
otherwise would gratify his mind. He can see no

prospect of liberty behind the cloud of priests

௫ This was actually the case at the creation of the Central
Junta.
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_ who every where stand foremost to take the lead
of our patriots, It is in vain to remind him that
many among those priests whose professional
creed he detests,

are far from

being sincere;

that if, by the powerful assistance of England,
we succeed in driving the French out of the ப்
country, the moral and political state of ‘the
nation must benefit by the

sence of the King, also,
the restoration

exertion.

The ab-

is a fair opening?for

of our ancient

liberties;

and

the actual existence of popular Juntas, must

eventually lead to the re-establishment of the

Cortes. To this he answers that he cannot look
for any direct advantage from the feeling which
prompts the present resistance to the ambition
of Napoleon, as it chiefly arises from an inveterate attachment to the religious system

whence our present degradation takes source,

That if the course of events should enable
those who have secretly cast off the yoke of |
superstition to attempt a political reform, it
willbe by grafting the feeble shoots of Liberty
upon the stock of Catholicism;

an experiment

whigh has hitherto, and must ever proye abortive. That from the partial and imperfect
knowledge of politics and government

which

the state of the nation permits, no less than from

the feelings produced by the monstrous abuse

of power under which Spain has groaned for |

APPENDIX to LETTERS Ih anv VIL*
AN

ACCOUNT
oF Tar

SUPPRESSION OF THE JESUITS IN SPAIN.
=

Extracted froma Letter of Lord

-

Tue suppression of the Jesuits in Spain always

appeared to me avery extraordinary occurrence; and the
more I heard of the character of Charles IIT. by whose

edict they Were expelled, the more singular the event
appeared. Don Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, who

had been acquainted with all, and intimate with many,
of those who accomplished this

object,

related several

curious circumstances attending it; gave me a very
interesting and diverting account of the characters con-

* Thea¢countin Letter VIL. of the anxiety manifested by Charles
TIL. on the occasion of sendingto Rome a manuscript in the hand
ofa Spanish simpleton, whom the superstition of that country
wished to invest with the honours of Saintship, was compiled
from local tradition, and the recollections preserved from a former
perusal of the present Appendix. Its noble author, whose love of
the literature of Spain, and great acquaintance with that country,
‘would be though to designate him, were he not best known by a
peculiar benevolence of heart, which no man ever expressed 20
faithfully in the affability of his manners, has subsequently fa
youred the writer of the preceding Letters with his permission to

| publish this sketch. ‘The attentive reader will observe some slight
| variations between our story of Brother Sebastian and that given
jn this Appendix. But as they all relate to circumstances con‘nected with the city of Seville, we were unwilling to omit or to
alter what we haye heard from his townsmen and soiree,tor

—
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cerned, and sefit me, in 1809, two or three letters, which’

are still in my possession, containing some of the secret

history of this very remarkable transaction.

I send you

the substance of his conversation, with some additional
‘anecdotes related to me by other Spaniards, ‘They may
throw light on the accidents and combinations which led:
to the suppression of that formidable body of men, ௨
Charles ITI. came to the throne of Spain with dispo.
sitions very unfavourable to the Jesuits. Not only the
disputes with the Court of Rome, to which the govemment of Naples was at all times exposed, but the personal
affronts which he conceived himself to have received from
Father Ravago, the Jesuit, Confessor to his brother Fer.
dinand, estranged him from that formidable company,
‘The jealousy entertained by Barbara, Queen of Spain,
of any influence which the Court of Naples might obtain
in the councils of her husband, and the opposite system
of polities adopted by the two Courts, had convinced the

Jesuits of the impossibility of being well with both, Not
foreseeing the premature death of Ferdinand, and the ste |
tility of his wife, they had very naturally exerted all their
arts to ingratiate themselves with the powerful crown of
Spain,

rather

than

with

the

less important

Court of

Naples. They were accordingly satisfied with placing
Padre Révago about Ferdinand, and, cither from
policy or neglect, allowed Charles to select his Confessor
from another’ order of regular clergy. Queen Barbara
was a patroness of the Jesuits, and, very possibly, her
fayourite, the eunuch Farinelli, exerted his influence in
their four. The Marquis of Ensenada, long the
minister of ferdinand, was their avowed protector, ally,
and partizan; and the Queen’s ascendancy over her
husband's mind was too firmly established to be shaken

டட.
‘ty succeed to the offices of Fiscal, Oydor, and other
magistracies, without the previous ceremony of passing

‘advocates, which was a gradation none but those who
were Colegiales could dispense with.

‘These privileges

atgave them great influence, and the expense which

tended their elections, (especially that of the Rectors of
each College, an anual office of great consideration
‘among them,) served as an effectual bar to the prctensions of any who had not birth and wealth to recommend
them. It is just, however, to observe, that if they were
infected with the narrow spirit of corporations, they
retained to the last the high sense of honour which is —
always the boast, and sometimes the charaeteristie, of
privileged orders of men. It has even been acknowledged
by their enemies, that since the abolition of their exelusive privileges, which Roda lived to accomplish, and, yet
‘more, since their further discouragement by the Prince |
‘of Peace, the judicial offices have not been filled by
persons of equal character for integrity, learning, and |
the”
honour, But those who studied the laws without
advantages of an education at the Colegios Mayores,
were naturally and justly indignant at the privileges

which they enjoyed. ‘The boldness of Don Manuel de
dis |
Roda’s opposition to.an order of men so invidiously
tinguished, ingratiated him with the lawyers, who, in
Spain as elsewhere, constitute a large, active, and formid.

able body of men.

But the same high spirit having !

involved him in ‘a dispute with a man of rank and —

influence, his friend and protector the Duke of Alva

thought ic prudent for him to withdraw from Court; and

with a view of enabling him to do so with credit to him- |
self, entrusted him with a public commission to Rome,
where he was received as the agent of the King of Spain.

JESUIT IN SPAIN.
He here, no doubt, acquired that know'edge which
so useful to him afterwards in the prosecution of his im-

portant design. By what fatality he became Minister, I
know not. Charles TL. must have departed from his
general rule of appointing every Minister at the recom-

_mendation of his predecessor, for Roda succeeded a
Marquis of Campo Villar, who had been educated at the
Cozies Mayores, and was attached to the Jesuits.
Possibly the interest of the Duke of Alya was the cause

of his promotion.

He was appointed Minister of Grace

and Tustice, I believe, as early as 1768, though JovelJanos implies that he was not Minister till 1765 or even

1766.

From the period of his nomination, however, one

Spain.

It was systematically, thongh slowly and secretly

may safely date the design of suppressing the Jesuits in

pursued, by a portion of the Spanish Cabinet. Indeed

the views, not only of the ministry, but of the under

standing of Roda, were so exclusively directed to such
objects, that Azara sarcastically observed, that he wore

spectacles through one glass of which he could perceive
nothing but a Colegtal, and through the other nothing

buta Jesuit.

If, however, his views were contracted, he

had the advantage often attributed to a short sight—a

clear and more accurate perception of every thing that
came within the limited scope of his organs.
discernment to discover those, who, with

congenial to his own, had talents to assist

He had the
dispositions

ப

had cumning enough to devise the means of converting

to his purpose the weaknesses of such as, without predis-

“Position to co-operate with him, were from station or
accident necessary to his design.

Thorglia strict Janse-

nist himself, he selected his associates and partizans indis-

eriminately from Jansenists and philosophers or freeRe

thinkers. Amoig the first, the most remarkable was
‘avira, bishop of Salamanca; among the latter Campomanes and the Count de Aranda.
Before we speak of the co-operation of these powerful

men, it is necessary to explain the difficulties which oc.

curred in securing the sanction and assistance of th> _
Charles IIT. though no friend to fhe
King himself.

Jesuits, was still less a friend, cither by habit or principle,
to innovation.

all danger.

He wasnot less averse by ebnstitution to

Moreover, he was religious and conitien-

tious im the extreme.

‘The acquiescence and sanction of

hiis Confessor was indispensably necessary to:the adoption
of any measure affecting the interests of the Church,

Neither would the bare consent of the Confessor (in itself

no easy matter to obtitin) be sufficient.

He must be

zealous in the cause, and cautious as well as active in the

promotion of it. Great seeresy must be observed; for
the scheme

might be defeated as effectually by indift

ference or indiscretion as by direct resistance or intrigue,

‘There was little in the character of the Confessor to en-

courage a man less enterprising or less cunning than
Roda.
Fr, Joaquin de Elita, or Father Osma, (so called from
the place of his birth) was a friar of little education and
less ability, attached by habit to the order to ~hich he

belonged, and in other respects exempt from those pas

siors of affection or ambition, as well as from that ardour:

of temper or force of opinion, which either excite men to
great undertakings or render them subservient to those
of others. Roda, however, from personal observation;
and from an intimate knowledge of those passions which

‘a monastic life generally engenders, discovered the means
of engaging even Father Osma in his views, None who

ட...
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have not witnessed it ean conceive the etlect of institue

tions, of which vows of perpetual celibacy form a neeessary part. ‘Their convent, their order, the place of their
nativity, the village or church to which they belong, often
‘engage in the minds of religious men the affections which

‘inthe course of nature would haye been bestowed on

ther Kindred, their wives, or their children.

Padre

Blita was bora in the city of which the venerable and

illustrious Palafox had been bishop. The sanctity of
that eminent prelate’s life, the fervourof his devotion,
the active benevolence and Christian fortitude of his
character, had insured him the reputation of a saint, and
might, it was thought by many Catholics, entitle him

to canonization.*

Roda, however, well knew that the

+ There is a Life of Polafox, published at Paris, in 1767, ‘The

design of the unknown author is evidently to mortify and preju‘dice the Jesuits by exalting the character of one of their earliestand
fiercest opponents. The author is, however, either an ardent fie

‘atic of the Jansenist party, and as superstitious
as those he wishes
‘t expose; orhe promotes the cause
of the Philosophers of France
“and Spain by affecting devotion, and conciliating many true beievers to the measure of suppressing the Jesuits —Palafox was
the illegitimate child of Don Jayme de Palafox
y Mendoza, by a
Tady of rank, who, to conceal her preguaney, retired to the waters
of Filero in Navarre, and being delivered on the 24th June, 1600,
to avoid the scandal, took the wicked resolution of drowning her

child in the neighbouring river. ‘The woman employed to per‘potrate this murder was detected before she had effected her pur
pose, the child saved, and brought up by an old dependant of the
house of Ariza till he was ten years old, when his fathev’ returned
from Rome, acknowledged, relieved, and educated-him at Alealé
‘and Salamanca. His mother became a nun of the barefooted Carmelite onler. Palafox was introduced at Court, and to the Count
Dike de Olivares in 1626, and was soon after named to the council
2e2
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Jesuits bore great enmity to his memory on account of

‘his disputes with them in South Americas he foresaw
that every exertion of that powerful body would be
made to resist the introduction of his name into the Ru-

bric, He therefore suggested very adroitly to Father
Osma the glory which would redound to his native town:
if this object could be accomplished. He painted’in
glowing colours the gratitude he would inspire in Spain,
and the admiration he would excite in the Catholic world
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of India. An illness of his paternal sister, the funeral
markable men, and the piety of his mother, made such impression
upon him, that he gave himself up to the most fervent devotion,
‘and soon after took orders. He became chaplain to the Queen of
‘Hungary, Philip 1Vth’s sister, and travelled through Ttaly, Ger
many, Flanders, and France. In 1639, he was consecrated Bishopof
“Angelopolis, or Puebla de los Angelis, in America. His first qui
rel with the Jesuits was on the subject of tithes. Lands on whieh
tithes were payable had been alienated in favour of the Company
and they pretended, that when once the property of their bot,
they were. exempt from that tax. ‘The second ground was a pre

tended privilege of the Jesuits to preach without the permission

of the Diocesan, against which Palafox contended. ‘The Jesuits,
having the Viceroy of New Spain on their side, obliged Palafoxt0
fly; on which occasion he wrote his celebrated letters against his
enemies. A briefof the Pope in his favour did not preventhi
being recalled, in civil terms, by the King. At the pelition of the,
“Tesuits, who dreaded his return to America, the King named him

tothe bishopric of Osma. Of the austerity and extravazance

his principles, the following resolutions of the pious bishop:
specimens: Not to admit any woman to his presence, and never
to speak'to one but with his eyes on the ground, and the door opett
‘Never to pay a oman a compliment, but when the not doing so
would appear singular or scandalous ; and never to look a female

in the face. Whenever compelled to visita woman, to wear & 6705
swith sharp points, next the skin.
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if through his means a Spaniard of so illustrious a name
and of such acknowledged virtue could be actually
sainted at Rome.
He had the satisfaction of finding
that Father Osma espoused the cause with a fervour

hardly to be expected from his character. He not only
advised but instigated and urged the King to support
the "pretensions of the bishop of Osma

fluence
and authority.

with all his in-

But here an apparent difficulty

arose, which Roda turned to advantage, and converted to
the anstrument of involving the Court of Madrid in an
additional dispute with the Roman Pontiff. Charles 111.

was not unwilling to support the pretensions of his
Confessor’s favourite

Saint;

but

he had a job of his

own in that branch to drive with the Court of Rome,

and he accordingly solicited in his turn the co-operation of Father Osma,
Brother Sebastian.

to obtain

the

canonization of

‘Phe story of this last-mentioned obscure personage is

so curious, and illustrates so forcibly the singular character of Charles, that it will not be foreign to my pur‘pose to relate it,

During Philip the Fifth’s residence in Seville, Hermano

Sebastian, a sort of lay-brother* of the Convent of San
Francisco el Grande, was accustomed to visit the princi-

pal houses of the place with an image of the Infant Jesus,

in quest of alms for his order. The affected sanctity of
his life, the demure humility of his manner, and the tittle

sentences of morality with which he was accustomed to

5
* He was not a lay-brother, but a Donado, a species of religious
ridges, who, without taking vows, wear the nabit of the order;

and may leave it when they please. ‘The Donados are never called
Fray, but Hermano.—See Doblado’s Letler 1X.
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addtess the women and children whom he visited, ac.

quired him the reputation of a saint in a small eircle of
simple devotees. ‘The good man began to think himself
inspired, to compose short works of devotion, and even
to venture occasionally on the character of a prophet.

‘Accident or design brought him to the palace: he was
introduced to the apartments of the princes, and Charles,
then a child, took a prodigious faney to Brother Sebaz
tian of the Wiio Jesus, as he was generally called in the
neighbourhood, from the image he carried eg
ing alms for his eonvent. To ingratiate himself with the
royal infant, the old manmade Charles a present of some:
prayers written in his own hand, and told him, with an
‘air of sanctified mystery, that he would one day be King
of,
of Spain, in reward, no doubt, of his early indications
Charles)
delighted
present
‘The
piety and resignation.
and, young as he was, the words and sense of the prophecy sunk deep in his superstitious and retentive mind, 5
"Phough he was seldom known to mention the cireum=
stance for years, yet he never parted with the manuseripk

‘It was his companion by day and by night, at home and
his”
m
in the field. When he was up, it was constantly

pocket; and it was placed under his pillow during his
s But when, by his accession to the erown of
of rest.
hour
Spain, its author's prediction was fulfilled, the work ae
quired new charins in his eyes, his confidence in Brother
Sebastian’s sanctity was confirmed, and his memory was

cherished with additional fondness by the gratefal and

that
eredulows monarch. At the same time, therefore,
of the Bishop of Osma to canonization
the pretensicns
were urged at Rome, the Spanish minister ‘was instructed
to speak a good word for the humble friar Sebastian,
‘Phe lively and sarcastic Azara was entrusted with this

%
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negotiation; and, as know that he was at some pains to
preserve the documents of this curious transaction, it is
not impossible that he may have left memoirs of his life,

in which the whole correspondence will, no doubly be detailed with minuteness and exquisite humour.

_ The Court of Rome is ever fertile in expedients, espe-

cally when the object is to start difficulties and suggest

obsacles to any design, ‘The investigation of Palafox’s
was studiously protracted; and it was easy
that the influence of the Jesuits in the Sacred

oe

was exerted to throw new impediments in the
of their adversary’s canonization, Though the

Court of Rome could never seriously have thought’of
giving Brother Sebastian a place in the Rubric, they
amused Charles III. by yery long discussions on his
merits, and went through, with scrupulous minuteness,

all the previous ceremonies for ascertaining the conduct

of a saint.
Tt isa maxim, that the original of every writing of a
‘person claiming to be made a saint, must be examined at

Rome by the Sacred College, and that no copy, however

attested, can be admitted as sufficient testimony,
if the

‘original document is in existence.

‘The book, therefore,

to which the Spanish Monarch was so attached, was re-

quired st Rome.

‘Here was an abundant source of nego-

tiation and delay. Charles could not bring himself to
part with his treasure, and the forms of canonization

precluded the College from proceeding without it. At

lengtliythe King, from his honest and disinterested zeal

for the friar, was prevailed upon, But Azata was i
structed to haye the College summoned, ‘and the Cardinals ready, on the day and even the hour at which it was

calculated that the most expeditious courier could convey
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the precious book from Madrid to Rome,

Relays were

provided on the road, and Charles TTT. himself deposited

the’precious manuscript in the hands of his most trusty
to preserve
messenger, with long and anxious injunctions
it most religiously, and not to lose a moment in sallying

forth from Rome on his return, when the interesting con. ~
4

tents of the volume should have been perused.

‘The interim was to Charles TIT. a“ phantasmia, Or a

hideous dream.” He never slept, and scarcely took any
nourishment during the few days he was separated trom
the beloved paper. His domestic economy, and the
regulation of his hours, which neither publie Business
nor private aflliction in any other instance disturbed,

was altered; and the chase, which was not interrupted

even by the illness and death of his children, was sus.
pended till Brother Sebastian's original MS, could again’

accompany him to the field. He stood at the window of
his palace counting the drops of rain on the glasses, and
sighing deeply. Business, pleasure, conversation, and
meals, were suspended, till the long-expected treasure
returned, and restored the monarch to his usual avo=

cations.
When,

however,

his Confessor

discovered

that

the

Court of Rome was trifling with their solicitations, that.

to Palafox there was an insurmountable repugnanee, and
when the King began to suspect that the sacrifice he had

_ beer compelled to make was all to no purpose, and that
the pains of separation had been inflicted upon him with=

out the slightest disposition

to grant him the object

for which alone he had been inclined to endure it, both

he and his Confessor grew angry. ‘The opposition to
their wishes was, perhaps, truly, and. certainly
triously, traced to the Jesuits,

indus-

JESULS IN spars,
In the mean while a riot occurred at Madrid.

In 1766,

the people rose against the regulation of police which
attempted to suppress the cloaks and large hats as
affording too great opportunities for the concealment
of assassins.

These and other obnoxious measures were

| tributed to the Marquis of Squilace, who, in his quaTy of favourite as well as foreigner, was an unpopular
minister of finance.

Charles III. was compelled to

abandon him; and the Count of Aranda, disgraced under

Ferdinand VJ. and lately appointed to the captaingeneralship

of Valencia, was

named

President of the

cowntil of Castile, for the purpose of pacifying by his

popularity, and suppressing by his vigour, the remaining
discontents
of the people.

He

entered into all Roda’s

views, Asan Aragonese, he was an enemy of the Colegios Mayores, for they admitted few subjects of that
.

Crown

to their highest

distinctions:

and as

a free-

thinker, and man of letters, he was anxious to suppress
the Jesuits.

Reports, founded or unfounded, were circulated in the

country, and countenanced by these powerful men, that
the Jesuits had instigated the riots of Madrid.

It was

confidently asserted, that many had been seen in the mob,
though disguised; and Father Isidro Lopez, an Asturian, }ho was considered as one of the leading characters

in the company, was expressly named as having been
active in the streets.

Ensenada, the great protector of,

the Jesuits in the former reign, had been named by the

‘popuilace as the proper sticcessor of Squilace, and there
‘were certainly either grounds for suspecting, or pretexts
for attributing the discontent of the nictropolis to the
‘machinations of the Jesuits and their protector the exminister Ensenada.
Enquiries were instituted. Many
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witnesses were oxamined; but great’ seeresy was pre-

served.

It is, however,

to be presumed,

that,

under

colour of investigating the causes of the late riot, Aranda,

and Roda contrived to collect every information which
could inflame the mind of the King against’ those institu.
tions which they were determined to subvert. hey hac
yevived the controversy respecting the conduct of tt

venerable Palafox,

and drawn

the attention both of

Charles 111. and the public to the celebrated letter of
that prelate, in which he describes the machinations of
the Jesuits in South America, and which their party had
‘but a few years since sentenced to be publicly burnt im
.

the great square of Madrid.

But, even with the assistance of Pather Osmia, the ac.
“quiescence of the King, and the concert of many foreign
‘enemies of the company, Roda and Aranda were in want
of the additional aid which talents, assiduity, learning)

‘and character could supply, to camry into execution a
project vast in its conception, and extremelycomplicated,
ag well as delicate in its details. ‘They found it in the fae
mous Campomanes. Perhaps the grateful recollection of
led
services, and the natural good-nature of Joyellanos,

him to praise too highly his early protector and precursor

jn the studies which he himself brought to greater per
fection.

But Campomanes

was an enlightened man,

anda laborious as well as honest minister,

He was at

“that time Fiseal of the Council and Chancellox, of Castile
and considered by the profession of the lawytas well as
by the great commercial and political bodies throughout

Spain, as an infallible oracle on all matters regarding the

internal administration of the kingdom. ‘Dhe Coleccion
de Providencias tomadas por él,gobierno sobre"el estranamiento y ocupacion de temporalidades de los Regudares de

JESUITS IN SPAIN.
la

cto

(Collection of measures taken by: the Go-

vyernment for the alienation and seizure of the temporalic

ties of the Regulars of the company of Jesuits) is said to
be a monument of his diligence, sagacity, and vigour,
A royal decree was issued on 27th February, 1767,

“and dated from el Pardo, by which a Junta, composed of
ssyeral members of the Royal Council; was instituted, in

consequence of the riot of Madrid of the preceding year.

'Po this Junta several bishops, selected from those who
Wels most attached to the doctrines of Saint Thomas
Aquinas, and, consequently, least fayourable to the Je-

‘sulits, (for they espouse the rival tenets,) were added for
the purpose of giving weight and authority to their decree.
In this Junta the day and form of the measure were
resulyed upon, and instructions drawn out for the Ma-

gistrates who were to execute it both in Spain and in

‘America, together with directions for the nature of the
preparations, the carriages to be provided at the various
Places inland, and the vessels to be ready in the ports.

he precautions were well laid. ‘The secret was wonder
fully kept; and on the night of the first of April, at mid-

night precisely, every College of the Jesuits throughout

Spain was surrounded by troops, and every member of

cach collected in their respective chapters, priests or

Jay-brothers, young or old, acquainted with the decree,

and forcibly conveyed out of the kingdom, ‘Their sufferings are well known; and the fortitude with which

they, bore them must extort praise even from those who

‘are most convinced of the mischiefs which their long

inflfieite in the courts of Europe produced. “The expulsion and
vyolution ¥

tution of the French priests during the Re-

jore bloody, but searcely less inhuman, than

the hardships inflicted by the regular and legitimate

NOTES.

the Spanish writCss into a note, the length of which will,
wwe hope, be exeused by those of the latter description,
‘Lhe dispute on the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin

began between the Dominicans and Franciseans as early

‘asthe thirteenth century. ‘Che contending parties stood
at first upon equal ground; but “ the merits of faith and

devotion” were so decidedly on the side of the Fran
ciscans, that they soon had the Christian mob to support
them, and it became dangerous for any Divine to assert
that the Mother of God (such is the established langtkige
of the Church of Rome) had been, like the rest of manKind, involved in original sin. ‘The orael@ of the rpc

tol allowed, however, the disputants to fight out their

attles, without shewing the least partiality, till public

opinion had taken a decided turn.
In 1613, a Dominican, ina sermon preached at the
cathedral of Seville, threw out some doubts on the Ime
maculate Conception. ‘This was conceived to be an insult not only to the Virgin Mary, but to the communit

‘at large; and the populace was kept with difficulty from

taking summary vengeance on the offender and his eon= ]

vent. Zitiiiga, the annalist of Seville, who published
his work in 1677, deems it a matter of Christian for
cher and his
not to consign the names of th
Dearance

conyent to the execration of posterity. Tir the civil

and ecclesiastical authorities exerted themselves for

the protection of the offenders, they were also_the first

to promote a setiés of expiatory rites, which, might

avert the anger of their Patroness, and make ample
yeparation' to her insulted honour. Procession innu-

merable paraded the streets, proclaiming the original

Purity of the Virgin Mother; and Miguéladel Cid, @

Sevillian poet of that-day, was urged by the Archbishop

1
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to compose the Spanish hymn, “Dodo el Mundo en

gener, which, though far below mediocrity, is. still
nightly sung at Seville by the associations called Rosarios, which haye been described in Doblado’s Letters.
‘The next step was to procure a decision of the Pope in

- fwour
of the Lmmdcilate Conception.

‘To promote this

ixportant object two commissioners were dispatched to

Rome, both of them dignified clergymen, who had devoted their livesiimid fortunes to the cause of the Virgin
Mary.

>

se

After four years of indescribable anxiety the long
wishadSor dectee, which doomed to silence the opponents
of Mary's original innocence, was known to be on the
point of passing the seal of the Fisherman, and the
Sevillians held themselves in readiness to express their
unboundedijoy
the very moment of its arrival in their
town, ‘This great event took place on the 28d of October 1617, at fen o'clock P.M. “The news, says
Zutiga, produced a universal stir in the town.

Men left

P Mheir houses to congratulate one another in the streets.
"The waternity
of the Nazarenes joiningin a procession of
|) mone flan six hundred persons, with lighted candles in
|) their hands, sallied forth from their church, singing the
| hymn in honour of Original Purity. Numerous bon| fires were lighted,
the streets were illuminated from the
| windows and terraces, and ingenious fireworks were let

in

di

ts of thetown.

At midnight the hells

fral broke out into
a general chime, which

was answered by eyery parish church and convent; and
+

3

© Letters. p. 28.

2

4 Sivillum orsannulis Piscatoris, the great seal of the Popes.

‘many persons immasks and fancy dresses having gathered

efore the archbishop’s palace, his grace appeared at the

balcony, moved to tears by the devout joy of his flock.
‘At the first peal of the bells all the churches were thrown
open, and the hymns and praises offered up in them lent

to the stillness of night the mostlively soundsof the day”

‘A day was subsequently fixed when all the authorit'ss

were to také a solemn oath in the Cathedral, ப மப
and assert the Immaculate Conception. Amrendless series

Tate

up
‘of processions followed to thank Heaven’ for
triumph against the unbelievers.

Tn fact, thee

Seville could not move about, for
forming a religious»
”
க்

contemporary historian, “ who, going upon an’

chose to strike up the hymn Todo el Mundo;
draw after him a trai, which from one.grew up intoa
multitude; for there was not a gentleman, clergyman, or
friar, who

thus happened to meet in the streets.”

Besides these religious ceremonies, sho}

worldly character were exhibited. AV

>

Moorish equestrian game, called, in Arabic, EU Jerid,

and in Spanish, Cafias, from the reeds which, instead of

javelins, the cavaliers dart at @iehother as they go
through
lutions on horseback.*

graceful and complicated evoFiestas Reales,

or bull-fights,

Gentlemen of the first rank, who are members of the associations:

called Maesiranzas, perform at these games on the King’s bisth-day,

and other public festivals. Horsemanship was formerly in gre
‘estimation ameng the Andalusian gentry, wwho joined in a vatiety
of amusements connected with that art.

Such vee the Pargjas de

3
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where gentlemen enter the arena, were also exhibited on

this occasion. To diversify, however, the spectacle, and
indulge the popular taste, which requires a species of
comic interlude, called Mogiganga, a dwarf, whose diminutive limbs required to have the stirrups fixed on the
ப நிறு of the saddle, mounted on a milk-white horse, and
attended by four negroes of gigantic stature, dressedin a

spleudid oriental costume, fought with one of the bulls,
anil drove a AiiPSpan of his lance into the animal's body
—a Vireumstance which was deemed too important to be

omitted by the historiographers of Seville.
‘The most curious and-characteristie of the shows was,

how.

ee

ட

ப]

tournament, exhibited at the ex-

the company of silk-weavers, who, from the
with the Spanish Colonies, had attained great

“wealth and Consequence at that period.

It is thus de-

scribed, from the records of the times, bya modern Spa-

nish writer,
« Near the Puerta del Perd6n (one of the ne of the
cathedral), a platform

» altacepledi

t

was erected, terminating under the

the Virgin, which stands over the

ட gate.’ Three splendid seats were placed at the foot of

othe altar, and.

ல் railed in on both sides of the

Hachas, a game performed by night, at which the riders bore
lighted torches. When Philip the Fourth visited Seville, in 1624
fone hundred gentlemen, each atrended ' “wo groom, all with
torches in their hands, ran races before the wing. ‘This was the
only amusement which, according to the established notions,
could be permitted in Lent.
© The reader must be aware that this was an imitati-n of a foot
tournament, an amusement as frequent among the ancient Spanish knights as the jousts on horseback. 1t is called in the
Spanish Chronicles Zornéo de a pié.
2௩
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ஷை the challenger on sup-

porters or seconds, the marshal, and the adventurers,

Near one of the corners
of the stage was pitched the
challenger’s tent of black and brown

seat covered with black velvet.

silk, and in it a

In front stood the figure

‘of an apple-tree bearing fruit, and hanging from its
boughs, a target, on which the challenge was exposedto

view.

.

‘© At five in the afternoon, the Marshal, attended by
his Adjutant, presented himself in the lists.

He was

followed
by four children, in the dress used to represent

angels, with lighted torches in thelr hands. Another
‘child, personating Michael the Avchangel, was the leader

of six angels, who were the bearers of
of asecond group
the prizes—a Lamb and a Male Infant.

The Judges,

Tustice and Merey, appeared last of all, and took diet
seats.
«The sound of drums, fifes, and clarions, announced
soon after, the approach
of another group, composed of

‘two savages, of gigantic dimensions, with large clubs on
their shoulders, eight torch-bearers in black, and two

infernal Furies, and, in the centre, the challenger’s shield.
bearer, followed by the challenger’s supporter or second,
dressed in black and gold, with a plume of black and
yellow feathers.

This band

haying walked round the

‘stage, the second brought the challenger out of the tent,

who, dressed uniformly with his supporter, appeared

wielding a lance twenty-five hands in length.*
* Though the Spanish writer has forgotten to mention the
allegory of the chellenger, it is evident, from

was intended to represent Sin.

the sequel, that he

NOTES.
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‘The following is a list of the Adventurers,

their at-

tendants or torch-bearers, and supporters or seconds:—

‘Adam
Cain
Abraham,

Attondants 6 Clowns
Seconds—{
6 Infernal Furies
6 Dwarfs*, three
‘Angels in the ha~
bit of sien,
ழ்
and Isaac
Job
6 Pages
David
6 Squires
‘Jerboam
4 ows
© Ahab
12 Squires
John the Baptist
12 Squires,
“The dresses (continues the historian)
did, and suited to the characters.

HopeInnocence.
and
Envy:
5
Ba
Patience.
Repentance.
Idolatry
Covetousness
பககம்
ட்

were all splen-

“« The Adventurers engaged the challenger in sueces-

sion, and all were wounded by the first stroke of his
enormous lance. In this state they drew their swords,

and fought with various success, some conquering the

common enemy, while others yielded to his superior force.
None, however,

distinguished himself so much

as the

Baptist, who, regardless of the wound he had received at
‘the first onset, and being armed with fresh weapons by

Grace, beat the adversary in every succeeding rencounter.

His extraordinary success was rewarded with a seat near

the Judges, and the Lamb was awarded him as a prize.

“ After this, the Marshal and his Adjutant, followed

by Grace and Divine Love, left the stage. In « short*
time they re-appeared, followed by twelve youths, as
+ Dwarfs were formerly very common amoug the servants of the
Spanish nobility. But it is not easy to guess for what reason By
‘were allotted to Abraham, on this occasion.
Que

NOTES:
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torch-bearers, the seven Virtues personated by childn
from four to five years of age, and nine Angels, as representatives of the nine hierarchies. Two squires attended
each of the Virtues and Angels; the whole train being

closed by Grace and Divine Love, supporting the last
‘Adventurer, a beautiful child seyen years old, who, as.
intended to represent the Holy Virgin, was more splen~

didly dressed than the rest, in a suit of sky-blue sind
white, sprinkled with golden stars, the hair flowing down

in curls, and held round the head by #
the shoulders

twelve-starred diadem.

«When

faced each other, the challer ger
the combatants

could not conceal his trepidation,

‘The female Adven-

turer, on the other ‘hand, would not use the lance with

which she had entered the lists; for it bore the words
Davenrer or Avam, in a banderole which hung from
it. Having thrown away that weapon, she received ano-

ther from the seconds, with the inscription Daventen

or tHE Farner. At this moment the challenger darted
his lance; but, in his fear and confusion, he could not
touch his adversary, while the heroine, on the contrary,

takingan unerring aim at his breast, brought him ட
stantly upon his knees; and the vietory was completed

with two other lances, bearing the mottoes—Moruer or
tHe Son—Srouse or rue Hory Gost. Unbhurt by

her adversary, she had now laid him on the ground, and
placed her foot and sword upon his neck, amidst a shout
of universal acclamation. The Judges awarded her the
Child Jesus, as a prize, and seated her above all in a
throne. Next under the Virgin took their seats Divine
* The Spinish Catechism enumerates seven vices and seven

opposite virtues.

:

soni:

டவ

Love, Grace, Michael, and Jolm the Baptist, and a

general tournament ensued. in which all the other combatants engaged. ‘The tournament being ended, the

challenger and his second retired through the left avenue-

‘The rest of the actors conducted the victor,

that

on the right, attended by one hundred and forty torch.

heaters, and a band of musicians singing her triumphal
hynin, which was echoed by the immense concourse.’—
Compendio Historica de Sevilla por Don Fermin Arana

de Farjlora (Padre Valderrama) p. 89, et seq.
2

NOTE B.

On a Passage in Xenophon.—p. 52.
‘The passage from Xenophon translated
in the text is

this: Of of dugi ரம் Laxpdrny mpwron yey, Sonep eixds
fv, frawourre: ny ico, oly vmoyvourre ovvdenrfeccs"
se 88 பப்ப

மேலிரு:

Sympos.

pavepds Hr, el px) ப்ப கற்ப ப

c. 1. 7.

Ernesti is angry at the

கோஷ sixes, which is soon after repeated, when speaking

of the order in which the guests placed themselves at

table.

He wants, in the last passage, to change it into

de truyov.

But though the emendation is. plausible,

there seems to be no necessity to alter the reading.

Xe-

nophon is, indeed, remarkably fond of that phrase.

‘he eic’s, in both places, probably means according to
custom.

Tt might be applied to the order of precedence

in England, and it should seem to have been used by
Xenophon to denote the Greek sense of propriety in

taking a place at table. In Spain, where tilere is no
established order, a great deal of bowing” and scraping
takes place before the guests can arrange that important
point.

But, without

any settled rule, there is a tact
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which seldom iisleads any one who wishes not to give
is probably the second womep zixdy of Ke.
offence. This
nophon..

NOTE C.
«A litle
work that gave an amusing Miracle of the
Vingin
for every Day in the Year.”p. 81.

‘The book

alluded
to in the text is the dno Virgwneo.

‘The moral tendency of this and similar books may
be shewn
by the following story—technically named an சிகர.
—which
I will venture
to give from memory :—A Spanish

soldier, who had fought in the Netherlands, having. re-

turned home with some booty, was leading
a profligate
and

desperate life, Head, however, bled for the Faith:

and his own was perfectly orthodox.

A large old picture

of the Virgin Mary hung: over the inside of the door of

his lodgings, which, it seems, did not correspond in loftiness

to the brave

halberdier’s

mind

and

demeanour,

Barly every morning he used to sally forth in pursuit of

unlawful pleasure ; but, though he never did bend his
kmees in prayer, he would not cross the threshold with=

‘out aloud Hail Mary ! to the picture, accompanied by
‘an inclination
of the halbert, which partly from his oute
rageous hurry to break out of the nightly prison, partly

from want of room for his military salute, inflicte1 many
a wound on the canvass.

Thus

our

soldier

went on

spending his life and money, till a sharp Spanish dagger

composed

him to rest, in the heat of a brawl,

died and made no sign.”

“ He

‘The Devil, who thought him

as fair a prizeas any that had ever been within his grasp,
waited only fox the sentence which, according to Catholies, is passed on every individual immediately after death,
in what they call the Particular Judgment.

At this

&
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critical moment the Virgin Mary presented herself in a!
black

mantle, similar to

that

which she wore in the —

picture, but sadly rent and slit in several places.

These

are the marks,” she said to the affrighted soul, “of your

rude, though certainly well-meant civility.

I will not,

‘however, permit that one who has so cordially saluted me
cyery day should go into everlasting fire.” Thus say-

ing, she bade the evil spirit give up his prisoner, and the

gallant soldier was sent to purge off the dross of his bois.
terods nature in the gentler flames of purgatory,—A portion of the hook from whichI recollect this story, was, for

many years, read every evening in one of the principal pavishes at Seville,

I observed the same practice at a town

not far from the capital of Andalusia; and, for any
thing I know to the contrary, it may be very common all
oyer Spain.

Such

is the doctrine

which, disowned

in

theory hy the divines of the Roman church, but growing out of the system of saint-vorship, constitutes the

main religious feeling of the vulgar, and taints strongly

the minds of the higher classes in Spain.
The Chronicles of the Religious Orders are full of narratives, the

whole drift of which is to represent their patron saint as
powerful to save from the very jaws of hell.

The skill

of the painter has often been engaged to exhibit these
stories to the eye, and the Spanish convents abound in

Pictures more encouraging to vice than the most. profli-

gate prints of the Palais Royal. I recollect one at
Seville in the convent of the Antonines—a species df the *

genus Monachus Franciscanus of the Monachologia—
0 strangely absurd, that I hope the reader vill forgive
my lengthening this note with its deseription, The

pieture I allude to was in the cloisters of the convent of
San Antonio, facing the principal entrance, so Tate as the

| AT

5

ய,

‘year 1810, wher T last was at Seville.

‘The “subject is

‘the hair-breadth escape of a great sinner, whom St,

Francis saved against all chances.

An extract from the

Chronicles of the Order, which is found in a comer of
the painting, informs the beholder that the person whose

on the canvass, was lawless nobleman,
‘soul is represented

who, fortified in his own castle, became the terror an’
abhorrence of the neighbourhood. As neither the life
of man, nor the honour of woman, was safe from the
of his passions, none willingly dwelt upor his
violence
castle, It chanced,
gate of theed
oach
lands, or apprthe
having lost the way
friars,
Franciscan
two
that
however,
in a stormy night, applied for shelter at the wicked
nobleman’s gate, where they met with nothing but insult
‘and scorn. It was wel] for them that the fame of St,
Francis filled the world at that time. ‘The holy saint,
with the assistance of St. Paul, had lately cut the throat
of an Ttalian bishop, who had resisted the establishment
of the Franciscans in his diocese.*
* This curious scene is the subject of another picture in the
‘loisters of Saint Francis, at Seville. ‘The bishop is seen in his
bed, where Saint Francis has neatly severed the head from the body
‘with Saint Paul’s sword, which he had borrowed for this pious
purpose. As the good friars might have been suspected of having
‘a hand in this miracle, the saint performed an additional wonder.
‘The figures of Saint Paul and Saint Franeis stood side by side in a
_ painted glass window of the principal convent of the order. ‘The
was weaponless.
apostle hada sword in hishand, while hiscompanion
‘To the great surprise of the fathers, it was observed, one morning,
that Saint Paul had given away the sword to his friend. The
death of the bishop, which happened that very night, explained
the wonder, and taught the world what those might expect who

thwarted the plans of Heaven in the establishment of the Fran-

ciscans,

3
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‘The fear of a similar punishment abated the fierceness

‘of the nobleman, and he ordered
his servants to give the
friars some clean straw for a bed, and a couple of eggs

for their supper. Having given this éxplanation, the
painter trusts to the appropriate language
of his art, and
takes up the story immediately after the death of the

rable sitmer,

Michael the archangel—who by a tradi-

tioral belief, universal in Spain, and probably common
to all Catholic countries, is considered to have the charge

of \eighing departed souls with their good works,

against the sins they have committed—is represented
with a large pair of scales in his hand.

Several angels,

in a group, stand near him, and a crowd of devils are
watching, at a respectful distance, the result of the trial.
The newly-departed soul, in the puny shape of a sickly

boy, has been placed, naked, in one scale, while the op-

posite groans under a monstrous heap of swords, daggers, poisoned bowls, love-letters, and portraits
of females

+ who had

been

the victims of his fierce desires.

It is

evident that this ponderous mass would have greatly outweighed the slight and nearly transparent form which
was to oppose its pressure, had not Saint Francis, whose

figure stands prominent in the painting, assisted the distressed soul by slipping a couple of eggs and a bundle

of straw into its own side of the balance.
seasonable

addition,

the instruments and

Upon this

emblems

of

guilt are seen to fly up and kick the beam. Tt appears

from this that the Spanish painter agrees with Milton in
the system of weighing Fate; and that, since the days of
Homer and Virgil, superior weight is become the signof
vyietory which with them was that of defea!—guo vergat

pondere lethum.

தம.
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NOTE

D.

“On the Moral Character of the Spanish Jesuits.” p. 89,
Whatever
we may think of the political delinquencies
‘of their leaders, their bitterest enemies have never ven.
tured
to charge the Order
of Jesuits with moral irregula‘rities. The internal policy of that body precluded the

“possibilty of gross misconduct,

No Jesuit could step out

‘of doors without calling on the superior
for leave and a
companion, in the choice of whom great care was taken
lady the couples. Never were they allowed to pass a

single night out of the convent, except when attending a

dying person: and, even then, they were under the
‘strictest injunctions fo return at whatever hour the soul

departed. Nothing, however, can give a more striking
‘view of the discipline and internal government of the Jes

‘suits than a case well known in my family, whieh I shall
here insert as not devoid of interest.

A Jesuit of good

‘connexions, and more than common abilities, had, during

‘along residence at Granada, become a general favourite,

and especially in a family of distinction where there were

some young ladies. On one of the three days properly
named the Carnival, he happened to call at that house,

and found the whole family indulging witha few intimate
friends in the usual mirth of the season; but all in a pri-

vate domestic manner.

With the freedom and yivacity

peeuliar to Spanish females, the young ladies formed a
conspiracy to make their favourite Jesuit stand up and

dance with them,

Resistance was in vain: they teased

and cajoled the poor man, till he, in good-natured con-

descension; got up, moved in the dance for a few minutes,
and retired again to his seat, Years elapsed: he was
removed from Granada, and probably forgot the transient
gaiety into which he had been betrayed.

Yt is well

ores.

—
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known that the general of the Jesuits, vho made Rome
his constant residence, appointed from thence to every

office in the order, all over the world. But so little caprice influenced those nominations, that the friends
of the
unfortunate dancer were daily expecting to see him

rlected provincial governor of the Jesuits in Andalusia.
‘To their great surprise, however, the election fell upon
a saich inferior man.

As the elections were triennial,

the strongest interest was made for the next turn. Pressed
on ail sides, the general desired his secretary to return a
written answer,
It was conceived in these words: “It
canrot be: he danced at Granada.”

T haye seen Capuchin friars, the most. austere order of
Franciscans, rattling on a guitar, and singing Boleros
before a mixed company in the open fields; and I have
heard of a friar, who being called to watch over a death-

bed, ina decent but poor family, had the audacity to take

gross liberties with a female in the very room where the

sick man Jay speechless.

He recoyered, however, strength

enough to communicate this horrid insult to his son, from

whom 1 have the fact.

‘The conyent to which this friar

belonged, is notorious, among the lower classes, for

profligacy.

T shall add a little trait illustrative of Spanish manners.

‘A friar
#a high glee is commonly reminded of his profession,
in a jecring tone, by the wags of the company. Cries of,
Céramo, Padre, (hemp, my father!) are heard from all 2
sides, alluding to the scourge used for the discipline,
which is made of that substance, and recommending
it

‘as a proper cure for rebellious spirits. Thess dno words
will cuta friar to the heart.

NOTES.
NOTE E.
“On the Prevalence of Scepticism among

Clergy.” p. 126.

the Catholic

T once heard an English gentleman, who had reside)

along time in Italy, where he obtained lodgings ina
convent, relate his

surprise at the termination of a

‘friendly discussion which he had with the most able m-

dividuals of the house, on the points of difference
between the Churches of England

and Rome.

The dis.

pute had been animated, and supported with great al ility
on the Catholic side by one of the youngest monks,

‘When, at length, all, except the chief disputants, had

retired, the young monk, turning to his English guest,
asked him whether he really believed what he had been

defending? Upon receiving a serious answer in the

affirmative, he could not help exclaiming, AUlor lei creda

pit che tutto il convento.

NOTE F.
“ The Child God.” p. 167.
‘The representation of the Deity in the form of a child

is very common in Spain.

The number of little figures,

about a foot high, called Nitto Dios, or Nifio Jesus, is
nearly equal to that of nuns in most convents.

‘The

nung dress them in all the variety of the national cos:
tumes, such as clergymen,

canons in their choral robes,

doctors of divinity in their hoods, physicians in their
wigs and gold-headed canes, &c. &c. ‘The Niiio Jesus is
often found in private houses; and in some parts of
Spain, where contraband

trade is the main

occupation

of the people, is seen in the dress of a smuggler with

NOTES.

a brace of pistolsat his girdle, and a blanderbuss
leaning on his arm,

NOTE G.
« On the Town
of Olbera.” p. 192.
~-InDe Rocea’s * Memoires

sur la Guerre des Fran-

sata on Espagne,” there
is a trait so perfectly
in character with Don Leucadio’s description of the people of
Olbera, that T must beg leave to transcribei

* Nous formames un bivoure dans une prairie entourée

de murs, attenante 4 Yauberge qui est sur la route au bas

du village, Les habitans furent, pendant le reste du
jour, assez tranquilles en apparence, et ils nous fournirent

des vivres;

mais,

au lieu

d'un jeune boeuf que

Jayais demandé, ils nous apportérent un 4ne coupé en
quartiers: les hussards trouvérent que ce veau, comme

ils Pappellaient, avait le gofit un peu fade; mais ce ne fut
que long-temps aprés que nous apprimes cette bizarre

tromperie, par les montagnards eux-mémes.

Ts nous.

jaient souvent, dans la suite, en tiraillant avec nous,

© Vous ayez mangé de Vane A Olbera.’’

C’était, dans leur

opinion, Ja plus sanglante des injures qu’on piit faire 3
des chrétiens.”

De Rocea’s book abounds in lively pictures of Spanish mauiners, especially in the account he gives of the

Serrania de Ronda; without indulging national partiali-

‘ties, he does full justice to his mortal enemies, andsre-

presents them in the most favourable colours which were
consistent with truth.
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© The effectual aid given by that Crucifiw in the Plague
of 1469, was upon record,” p. 196.

Zutiga, in his Annals, copies a Spanish inscription,
which still exists in the convent of Saint Augustin, “at

Seville; of which we subjoin a translation :—

“Tn 1649, this town being under a most violent attack:
of the plague, of which great numbers died, the two
most illustrious Chapters, Ecclesiastical and Secular, re
that this community of our father Saint Avaaa
gustin, should allow the image
i
of Christ to be caried to

the Cathedral.

It was, accordingly, conveyed, on the

second of July of the same year, in a solemn procession,
attended by the Secular Chapter (the Town Corporation),
and

all the

religious

communities,

amidst

the loud

wailings of the people; when the most illustrious the

Chapter of the Cathedral walked to meet the procession
at the end of the street of the Placentinest. The most

holy image was left that evening and the ensuing night
in the Cathedral, and returned the next day to its shrine,

‘* Espinosa, the modern editor and annotator of Zuniga, states,
from ancient records, that within the first six weeks after theappearanceof the plague, the number of deaths amounted to eighty
thousand. ‘This, however, we consider asa palpable exaggeration;
for, though Seyille was nearly depopulated on that accasion, it
is probable that it never contained more than one hundred thousand inhabitants.
+ Sevil-e has several streets bearing the name of foreign nations
=a faint memorial of its former commerce and wealth, ‘The
street of the Placentines is a continuation of that of the Franks
(Brancos). There is @ Lombard Street (calle Lombardos), 3
Genoa Strect, and some others of a similar denomination,
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our Lord being pleased to ordain that the plague should

begin to abate from the day when the image was brought
out, and cease altogether at the end of the Octavario,

(cight days worship), as it was attested by the

.

Wherefore
the most noble and most loyal
city of Seville
appointed the said second of July, for ever, to repairto
this convent as an act of thanksgiving for that great
ben-fit.”
In spite of this solemn acknowledgment
of the mira-

cle, the astrologers of that day were unwilling to give
the crucifix the whole credit of staying the plague.

Zuniga shrewdly obseryes that the conjunction of Jupiter

with Mars, which, according to Captain Francis de
Ruesta, removed the infection, did not take place till

the 12th of July, ten days after the wonderful effects of
the procession had become visible: and the Captain
himself, probably to keep clear of the Inquisition, declarés that the favourable influence of the planets “ was
previously ensured by the exhibition of the Holy Christ
of Saint Augustin.” Zuniga, Anales de Sevilla, t. iv.
ந, 404.

:
NOTE I.
“Vicious Habits of the Religious Probationers,” p. 219.
The Spanish satirical novel, “ Fray Gerundio de

Campazas,” contains a lively picture of the adventures
of a Novice. It was written by Padre Isla, a Jesuit, *
for the purpose of checking the foppery and absurdity of
the popular preachers. Cervantes himself rould not
boast of greater success in banishing the books of
chivalry than Isla in shaming the friars out of the affected and often profane concetti, which, in his time,

480
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‘were mistaken fer pulpit eloquence.

But the Inquisition

could not endure that her great props, the religiois or

ders, should be exposed, in any of their members, to

the shafts of ridicule, and Fray Gerundio was prohibited.
NOTE

K.

.

A

ட்
‘A book entitled Memorias para lu vida del Exemo.
‘Senior D. Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, was publicied,
‘at Madrid, in 1814, by Cean Bermudez, ‘This gentle.
‘man, whose uninterrupted intimacy from early youth
with the subject of his Memoirs enabled him to draw an

animated picture of one of the most interesting men that

‘Spain has produced in her decline, has, probably, from

the habits of reserve and false notions of decorum still

prevalent in that country, greatly disappointed our
hopes.

What relates to Jovellanos himself is confined

to a few pages, containing little more than the dates of
eyents connected with his public life, some vague declama_
tion, and a few courtier-like innuendos on the great in

trigues which, having raised him to the ministry, eonfined him soon after to the fortress of Bellver. ‘The
second part containsa catalogué, and a slight analysis of

his works.

‘The friends of Joyellanos, however. are in-

debted to the author of the Memorias, for the help

which this collection of notes on the life of that truly
excellent and amiable man will afford any future writer
who, with more settled habits of freedom, and altogether

under mere favourable circumstances, shall undertake to

draw the full-length picture of which we yet scarcely

possess a sketch.
For the satisfaction of such of our readers as may wish
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to know the fate of Jovellanos, we subjoin 4 brief account

of the last years of his life.

Upon the accession of Ferdinand VII., Jovellanos was,

by aroyal order, released from his confinement, and subsequently elected a Member of the Central Junta. When
th French entered Seville in 1810, and the Regency of
Cadiz superseded the Junta, he wished to retire to his

native place, Gijon, in Asturias,

‘The popular fecling, exasperated by national misfor-

tunes, was now venting itself against the abdicated Go-

yernment, to whose want of energy the advantages of the
French were indiscriminately attributed ; and Joyellanos,
accidentally detained in the Bay of Cadiz, had the mortification of learning that he was involyed in the absurd

and shameful suspicion of having shared in the spoil of
the Spanish treasury with which the Central Junta was
charged. A dignified appeal to the candour of the

nation, which he sent to the Cadiz papers for insertion,

vas not permitted to see the light—so narrow and illibe-

ral were the views of the Regency—and the fecling and

high-minded Castilian had to sail under the intolerable

apprehension that some of his countrymen might look
upon him as a felon endeavouring to abscond from jus-

tice,

Tf any one circumstance could add to the painfulness

of Joyellanos’ situation, it was that, while the thought-

lessness or the ingratitude of his countrymen thus in-

yolyed him in a suspicion of peculation, the state of his
finances was such as to have obliged him to accept the

sun of little more than one hundred pounds, the savings

of many a year’s service, which his trusty valet pressed

upon him, with tears, that he might defray the expenses

of their remoyal from Seville.
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‘After being almost wrecked on the coast, of Galicia,

Jovellanos
was obliged to land at the small
town of
‘Muros.

Here he had to endure a fresh insult from the

petty Junta of that province, by whose orders his papers

minutely searched, and copies taken at the option

‘of an officer sent for that purpose with a militory
ப்

detachment.

A temporary retreat of the French from Gijon er abled

Jovellanos to revisit his native town; but an unexpected
return of the invaders obliged him soon after ty take
ship with the utmost precipitation. His flight was so

sudden that he was actually at sea without haying deter
mined upon a place of refuge. Had the venerable and

unhappy fugitive listened to the repeated invitations

which his intimate friend Lord Holland

sent him after

the first appearance of danger from the progress of the
French, his life might have been prolonged under the
hospitable roof of Holland House.

But Jovellanos’ no-

tions of publie duty were too exalted and romantic, and
he would not quit Spain while there was a single spot m

the possession of her patriots.

In attempting to reach by sea the port of Ribadeo,

where there lay a Spanish frigate, in which he hoped to
find a passage to Cadiz, another storm kept him for eight

days under the peculiar hardships of a dangerous navigation in a small and crowded ship.
Exhausted both in
body and mind, and with a heart almost broken from the
ill-treatment he had met with at the close of a long life

spent in the service of his country, he was landed at
Vega, waere, the poverty of the town offering no better
accommodations, he was placed in the same room with
Valdés

Llanos,

an

old friend

and

relation,

who

had

joined him in.the flight, and scemed so shattered by age

